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ABSTRACT
This report summarizes the progress of applied research conducted under
NASA Grant NSG- 1650 during the period March 1, 1982 to September 30, 1982,
The objective of this project is to investigate the applicability of spec-
tral assignment techniques to the design of multivariable feedback control
	
f.	 systems. A fractional representation design procedure for unstable plants
is presented and illustrated with an example. Then, a computer aided design
software package implementing eigepvalue/eigenvector design procedures is
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DESIGN OF MULTIVARIABLE FEEDBACK CONTROL SYSTEMS VIA
SPECTRAL ASSIGNMENT
By
Roland el. Mielkel 6
 Leonard J. Tung2




This report summarizes the progress of applied research conducted under
NASA Grant NSG-1650 for the period March 1, 1982 to September 30, 1982. the
objective of this work is to investigate the applicability of spectral
assignment techniques to the design of multivariable feedback control
systems.
First, development of new frequency domain fractional representation
design procedures for unstable plants is presented. The procedure consists
of a technique for searching among all stabilizing controllers for those
that also satisfy certain design specifications. Controller complexity and
hidden system modes are considered. The procedure is illustrated with a
design example. Then a new computer aided design software package imple-
inenting the time domain eigenvalue/eigenvector assignment procedures is
described. The use of the program is illustrated with a design example.
The program listing is included in the Appendix.
2. FRACTIONAL REPRESENTATION DESIGN PROCEDURES
2.1. Introduction
Our investigation in the area of frequency-domain controller design
began with a study of the work by Youla and others (refs. 1,2). Among the
f	 many contributions in Youla's work is a procedure which leads to the
l Associate Professor, Department of Electrical Engineering, Old Dominion
University, Norfolk, Virginia 23508.
2 Assistant Professor, Department of Electrical Engineering, Old Dominion
University, Norfolk, Virginia 23508.
3 Graduate Research Assistant, Department of Electrical Engineering, Old
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characterization of a general class of stabilizing compensators for a plant
imbedded in a single-Loop feedback control system. This procedure has then
beers generalized by Desoer and others (ref. 3) to form the basis of the so-
called fractional representation approach. This approach offers a system
atic procedure for constructing stab.lizing compensators that achieve other
design objectives such as decoupling the outputs and tracking step inputs.
It should be noted that the objective of stabilization is resolved before
other design objectives. In contrast to this type of approach is the work
by Sain and others (refs. 4,5). Sain's work develops a direct method for
the construction of compensators for a plant imbedded in a unity feedback
control ;system. In this method, compensators that achieve design objectives
such as decoupling are first constructed and then the issue of stabilization
is resolved. Combining the results by Desoer and by S p in, we have developed
design procedures that simultaneously achieve the design objectives of stab-
ilization, decoupling, and tracking step inputs. These design procedures
are expressed so that it is relatively easy to address the problems of com-
plex compensators and unwanted hidden modes as noted in references 5-7.
In this report, we begin with a brief review of the fractional repre-
sentation approach. After the review we outline two sets of procedures, one
for stable plants and one for unstable plants, for constructing compensators
that achieve design objectives of stabilization, decoupling, and tricking
step inputs. These design procedures also allow us to construct simple
compensators C - -P-1 T(I-T)
-1
 for a given plant P by choosing simple
stable diagonal T which satisfies certain requirements. The details of
the procedures are exemplified by a problem of compensator design for an
unstable plant. Finally, the problem of hidden modes is dealt with by care-
fully choosing the zeros of I-T.
2.2. Compensator Design
Consider the single feedback loop multivariable control system shown in
figure 1. With the plant P(s) (a proper rational matrix) given, it is
desired to design a controller C(s) (another proper rational matrix) for
stabilization, decoupling and tracking step inputs. The fractional





achieving these design objectives. In this approach, the plant is expressed
in a right and a left coprime exponential stable rational fractional
descriptions, P - NrDri 	 DZINI with Ur , Vr , UI and VI such that U r N r +
V 
r 
D r = N 
I 
U I + DI VI - 1. Note that all terms except possibly the plant P
are proper rational matrices with poles in the open left-half complex plane.




+V r )-1 (-WDA +U r),	 (1)
where W can be any proper exponential stable rational matrix as long as
WNI + V 	 is nonsingular. With this class of controllers, the cloised-loop
transfer function is given by
T - Nr[ -WD I +U r] .	 (2)
When P itself is exponential stable, we can have N r = N I = P, D r = DI =
I, Ur - UI- 0 and V  = VI
 - I. Equations (1) and (2) then become




T= - PW.	 (4)
Equations (1) through (4) display the freedom in choosing a stabilizing
controller as the freedom in choosing W. This freedom in choosing W can
then be explored for achieving other design objectives such as decoupling
and tracking. For decoupling, T is to be made diagonal. For tracking










Figure 1. Multivariable feedback control systems.
Stable Plants
First assume that P is exponential stable and invertible. Under this
assumption, T - -PW is invertible if W is invertible. The invertibility
of T is important because it eliminates the possibility of zero diagonal
terms in T after T is made diagonal for decoupling, a case which indi-
cates redundancy of certain input and output signals. For maintaining the
stability of the closed-loop system, our approach is to choose stable T to
make W - -P-1T stable. For decoupling, we only- have to work with diagonal
T. For tracking step inputs, we must choose among those matrices T such
that all terms in I-T have a zero at s - 0. For constructing controllers
that simultaneously achieve stabilization, decoupling and tracking step
inputs, we thus have the following procedures:
(i) For decoupling, choose T - diag fTj,...,Tn}.
( ii) Let P-1 - [P 1, ... ,Pn ], where P i is  the ith column of P-1 . We
than have P-1T = IP1T1,...,PnTn J. For maintaining the stability, each Ti
!ind each Pi Ti should be proper. Poles of T i should be in the open
left-half complex plane. Zeros of T i must cancel the closed right-half
N
plane poles of Pi.
(iii) Let Ti ni/d i. For tracking step inputs, each (d i - n i ) should
have a zero at a - 0, i.e. no constant term.




nstable. Plants OF pOOR QUALITY
For unstable plants, similar design procedures can be derived. Again,
we are interested in invertible matrices T. Ibis requires the assumption
that P is invertible, which in turn implies that N  and N  are invertible.
As before, we use diagonal T for decoupliag• and we choose those matrices
T such that all terms in I-T have a zero at s - 0 for tracking step
inputs. For stabilization, however, we choose stable T to make W - (-N;1T
+ U r)D-1 stable. This process is more involved than the corresponding
process for stable plants. The reason for this is that UrD11 may be
unstable for a given unstable plant. In order to achieve stability, somehow
part of Nr1 TDR1 is to be made unstable to cancel the unstable part of
UrD^1 . With this in mind, we have the following design procedures for
constructing controllers that simultaneously achieve stabilization,
decoupling and tracking of step inputs:
(i) For decoupling, choose T - diag {Tl,...,Tn)
(ii) Find a stable To . diag {T01 . • • • jOn)
e	
-1	 _1
to make -N TO D + U D- 1
 stable














the jth row of DI	 We then have
-1	 -1	 n	 ...
	














For achieving stability, each Tsi and Ni 
siDi should be proper.
of Tsi should be in the open left-half complex plane. Zeros of
..,
cancel the closed right-half plane poles of N i and Di.
(iv) Let: T . = n/d , and T	 w n /d'
of	 of of	 s	 $I
	For tracking step inputs, each (d A. 	 n d - n d )
	
si of	 s of	 of $i
should have a zero at s - 0, i.e. no constant term.
(v) T - T o + T s , and
C - - PT (I-T )-1 .
2.3. Complexity of Controllers
As pointed out earlier, the fractional representation approach allows
us to search systematically for compensators that achieve various design
objectives. This approach, however, does not always bring about simple
compensators. As a matter of fact, the time-domain dynamic compensation
(ref. 10) is more likely to bring ,about simple stabilizing compensators than
the fractional representation approach. On the other hand, the fractional
representation approach is more likely to result in simple stabilizing
compensators that also decouple system outputs. The latter is due to the
difficulty in dynamic compensation of relating directly the diagonality of a
transfer fraction to the formation of the system matrices {A,B,C,D) in the
state-apace description of a system.
In our design procedures, the compensator C is given by C - -P-1
T(I-T)-1 . For a given plant P, T is to be chosen for forming compensa-
tors that stabilize the system, decouple the outputs as well as track step
inputs. Under close examination, we notice that the poles of T will basi-
cally be cancelled by the same poles of (I T) in forming C. These poles
do not directly affect the complexity of the controllers. However, the




zeros of T and Y-T. For simple compensators, the zeros of T can be
chosen to cancel the poles of P'°1 , and zeros of 1-T neat be chosen to
cancel the zeros of P- 1 . Overall, T should be kepi as simple as
possible. The following problem illustrates the details involved. This




P(s) = s+1	 s+l1
0
We have derived a set of stable matrices Nr , Dr ,	 N jt , DV pr , Vr , UZ	and
Vg	 given by
1	 0 1 (9-1)2
s +l (s+1)(9+2)
Dr a DR = 8-1 ' Nr s 1
0	 s +2 0 s+2
1 s-1 1 0
s+l s+1
Na )	 V r1
0 s+2 01 1
0	 0 1 -3(s-1)
Ur = Uf V1 s . 8+1





is not stable, a simple stable T o is to be found to make
-Nr1 ToDR1 + UA1























-NTe ^ 1 =	 -T (s+2)2
0	
s2 s-1
In order to make this term s,°,able, we must have the following'.
}	 j
1. Let Tsl 
= nsl/d & l' ao that
deg (n a l ) + 1 < deg ( d s 1)
t
2. Let 




2 F deg (d s.2)
3. Zero4 of dux and dal are in the open LHP.
4. Zeros of ri
sl 
CGntain s = 1,
r
















with positive b and d. For tracking step inputs, both l - 
Tol - Tsl
and 1 - 
T
o2 - Ts2 must have a zero at s 0. This requires that b - a
0 and 4d 9d + ic a 0. It can be seen that there are many solutions for
a, b, c and d. Two sets of solutions ate given below, together wit;t. ,, he
corresponding closed-loop transfer functions and compensators. Choosing
b	 1 and d n 1, we have a s 1, c	 "a and
1	 0
OTT





a ^	 a s+
C	 149 + 4
0	 s(s+6)
Choosing b	 1 and d = 3, we have a	 1, c << 15 and
1	 0
s+1







It is t,,nown that feedback design using transfer functions may bring
about unwanted stable modes hidden in the closed-loop system (ref. 5). In
the example of the previous section, the closed-loop system has a transfer
function T(s) that corresponds to a fourth order system. However, tli
plant P is a second order system and the compensator C is a third order
9
system which means that the closed-loop system is actually a fifth order
system. The difference in the order of the closed-loop system and its
transfer function suggests that there is a hidden mode. The hidden mode in
the example is at i, - -1 which has resulted from the cancellation of the
pole of P and the zero of C at s - -1. To prevent this type of cancel-
lation, zeros of I - T should be chosen to match the stable poles of P
(which are zeros of P-1 ) in forming C. This selection may prevent us from
choosing the simplest T in our design procedures. However, this should
not be considered as a setback for finding the simplest compensators, but
rather a procedure that guarantees the correct representation of a closed-
loop system by its transferfunction. With this procedure, the design in
the example of the previous section is modified as follows.
The stable pole of P is at s - -1. This pole appears in the (l,l)
element of P-1 as a zero. Hence, I - T
ol = T 8 = l - T 8 should have a
zero at a = -1 in addition to the zero at s = 0 required for tracking
step inputs. This requires that deg(dal ) > 2. The simplest T 8 that has
this property is cf the form
ORIGINAL PAGE 19
T
c s + d	 OF POOR QUALITY
sl = (s+a)(s+b)
with a and b > 0. We must have




That means a + b - c - 1 and ab - d - 0. Again, there are many solutions





Using a set of T 
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C (s)	 24s + 12
li	 s(s+8)
Note that C remains a third order system and the order of T (a) is 5
which means that there is no longer a hidden mode.
3. EIGENVALUE/EIGENVECTOR ASSIGWENT PROCEDURES
3.1. Introduction
The design of multivariable feedback control systems using eigenvalue/-
eigenvector assignment procedures has received considerable attention during
the past several years. Several early studies (refs. 11, 12) focused on an
algebraic formulation of the spectral assignment problem. More recent
studies (refs. 13-15) have been successful in developing a geometric formul-
ation of this problem. In (ref. 13) the total design freedom available to
assign eigenvectors is characterized in terms of eigenspaces. The use of
this freedom to achieve desired design specifications has been the subject
of an extensive investigation by the current authors and colleagues.
Procedures have been developed for approximating desired mode mixing
(ref. 16), reducing eigensystem sensitivity to variations in plant parame-
ters (refs. 17, 1-8 ), and reducing the effects of actuator noise on a statis-
tical measure of system performance (ref. 19, 20). In addition, a procedure
forod'f in the f dback ain matri to sati.sf s ecified min constraintsm l y 8	 ee	 g	 x	 y p	 g
(ref. 21, 22) while maintaining a given mode mix has been devised. MD re
	 i
recently these procedures have been combined into a single unified design
philosophy (ref. 7). This philosophy is reviewed and a computer aided







The new eigenvalue/eigenvector assignment design philosophy is illus-
trated in figure 2. The philosophy is based on the premise that achieving a
specified set of eigenvalues and approximating a desired set of eigenvectors
is of primary importance. Sensitivity reduction, noise suppression, and
gain modification are assigned secondary importance and are carried out so
as to preserve an initial spectral assignment.
The procedure assumes that the designer, is able to identify a desired
set of eigenvalues and an approximate set of desired eigenvectors. Eigen-
values directly control the rates of response of the system modes while
eigenvectors control how the modes mix among the system states and/or out-
puts. The design begins with the specification of a desired set of eigen-
values. The procedure realizes arbitrarily specified sets of eigenvalues if
the system is controllable. The specified eigenvalues are used to compute
the system eigenspaces--the vector spaces in which all realizable system
eigenvectors must be contained. These spaces explicitly display the total
design freedom availabie in assigning eigenvectors for a given eigenvalue
assignment. Next, the desired set of eigenvectors are specified and pro-
jected onto the eigenspaces to locate the set of realizable eigenvectors as
close as possible in a minimum square error sense to the desired set of
eigenvectors. Since the major advantage of the eigenvalue/eigenvector
assignment procedure is the ability to assign eigenvectors, great importance
is given to remaining in ;4 small neighborhood of the initial eigenvector
assignment.
After the specified eigenvalues have been assigned and the specified
eigenvectors have been approximated, the resultant closed-loop system is
investigated to determine if all eigenvector components are satisfactory,
eigensystem sensitivity is sufficiently low, and gain magnitudes meet speci-
fied design constraints. If modification is requried, new eigenvectors are
selected in a manner to achieve the desired objective using a gradient
search procedure. However, the gradient search is conducted local to the





























































3.3.	 Computer Aided Design Software Package
4
A flowchart diagram illustrating the organization of the computer soft-
ware package to implement the eigenvalue/eigenvector assignment procedure is
I;
shown in figure 3. 	 The package consists of a number of special purpose
s^ subprograms accessible from a main control program.
	 The subprograms can be
called in any order to implement specific design objectives, as shown in
'
i
figure 2.	 The program is self-instructed and requires no familiarity on the
i
part of the user with the mathematics of spectral assignment. „P
In the following, the various modes of operation of the program are
j discussed.	 An example illustrating the use of the program is presented in
the next section,_ 	 and the program listing is included in the Appendix.
Mode 0
Mode 0 provides a list of references detailing program operation.
Mode 1 a
Mode 1 is the mode in which system data is entered to the program.
a
M	 ;" Required data includes the number of system states, inputs, and outputs, and
the system state variable description in matrix form given by the triple (A,
B, C).	 The user can also set the number of significant digits in user-
computer communication as well as, the program value for "zero."
Mode 2
In Mode 2, the user specifies desired closed loop system a igenvalues.
This mode then internally calculates the corresponding eigenspaces for
transmission to other subprograms. 	 User selected eigenvalues are always
achieved in this desgin procedure.
` Mode 3
The user specifies desired eigenvectors in Mode 3. 	 The program






































closest to those specified in a least square error sense. The program also
displays the error cagnitude between each desired and realized
eigenvector.
Mode 4
Mode 4 is a closed loop system simulation package. The subprogram
numerically solves the set of system state equations subject to user
specified inputs and initial conditions. Time responses are plotted
separately or on the same axes for comparison.
ii
Mode 5
Mode 5 allows the user to modify specified components in the
eigenvector matrix while retaining current values of other components The
modification is automatically carried out using a gradient search procedure
under the control of the user.
Mode 6
Mode 6 allows the user to modify selected components of the feedback
gain matrix while maintaining an approximation to a specified eigenvector
matrix. Components of the feedback matrix to be reduced are identified by
r
row and column number. Unequal priority in reducing component magnitudes
can be assigned. The modification is automatically conducted by a gradient
search algorithm under the control of the user.
Mode 7
In Mode 7 the user can reduce eigensystem sensitivity to variations in
plant parameters. the procedure utilizes a gradient search procedure to
modify system closed loop eigenvectors to reduce the sensitivity of
eignevalues and eigenvectors to changes in specified components of the
system state matrices.
3.4. Design Example
In this section -,n example is presented to illustrate the designer -
machi,ne dialog during the design process. Made 1 is first entered and
important system data is input.
















C	 0.00 1.00 0.00
0.00 0.00 1.00














Mode 3 is entered next and desired closed-loop system eigenvectors are
input. The program responds with the actual set of eigenvectors as close as
possible in a least square error sense to those specified. 7h a program also











The designer then enters Mode 4 to simulate the closed-loop system just





The program responds with plots of the system inputs and states shown as
functions of time. Plot are also shown for another set of initial














.It is demonstrated that curves may be requested separately or together for
comparison.	 The designer next enters Mode 5 to modify a component of the
eigenvector matrix.	 The designer specifies that he desires to reduce the
magnitude of the (3,1) element of	 V.	 Equal weight is assigned to reducing
this component and to retaining the current values of other components.
After three iterations, a satisfatory	 V	 is obtained.	 The program displays




V _	 2.68	 0.72	 -1.03L 5.85	 0.02	 0.07
i
F	 13.25	 12.54	 -13.38C-13.16	 -12.45	 12.29,












 the designer enters Mode 6 to attempt to reduce the magnitudes of
entries in the gain matrix without greatly changing the eigenvector assign-
went.
	
Equal weight is placed on reducing each component of	 F.	 After three










OF POOR QUALITY3.18 -0.66 0.75






Not demonstrated here but included in the program is a sensitivity reduction
mode.	 The program is also fully capable of dealing	 With complex eigenvalue
and eigenvector assignments.
'	 x
**# ***********##**** SPECTRAL W;SIGNMENT PACKAffE A.#^^k*^C***##**********
ENTER DESIRED MODE OF OPERATIONv MODiE w 0 r 1 e 2 p s s. r 8:1
*#*###***#*#*###**####### MODE ItDATA ENTRY ***********##***###*####*


























ENTER NEW VALUE(S) i
1 000	 04000
	 00000
09000	 1 * 000	 00000
00000	 00000	 14000
WISH TO EXIT FROM THIS MODE?
x
**#is**********************# EXITING MODE 1 ****** **#****************
TERMINATE THIS RUN OR SELECT NEXT MULE,
WISH TO TERMINATE?
0
^K*************#****#* SPECTRAL A:iS1GNMENT PACKAGE ********#******#****
PREVIOUS VALUES?
1












2 0.000000E+00 -0.200000E+01 0.100000E+01
	
3 0.100000E+01	 0.100000E+01 -P s 200000E+01
WISH TO CHANGE?
0






ENTER DESIRED MODE OF OPERATI ON r MODE. n O r l r 2 v* , . r d t2
###**###* ##### MODE 21E1GENVALUE ASSIGNMENT ###*################




REAL= 0.000000E+00 IMAGO 0.000000E+00
WISH TO CHANGE?
1















REAL= -0.300000E+01	 1MAG= 0.000000E+00
WISH TO CHANGE?
0
WISH TO EXIT FROM THIS MODE?
1
##*#*********##****##**** EXITING MODE t S^k#^#*#!E*##**##^K######***
TERMINATE THIS RUN OR SELECT NEXT' MODE:
WISH TO TERMINATE?
0
*#**********#******* SPECTRAL ASSIGNMENT PACKAGE #******#*****#*##***
ENTER DESIRED MODE OF OPERATIONvMODE=0vlv2r...r$
3
*##ik*************** MODE 33EIGENVECTOR ASSIGNMENT *#######*##########






























LENGTH OF THE DESIRED VECTOR
	 = 8.500501
LENGTH OF THE PROJECTED VECTOR= 90580501
LENGTH OF THE ERROR VECTOR 	 . 00000000




















LENGTH OF THE DESIRED VECTOR
	 = 1.005684
LENGTH OF THE PROJECTED VECTOR= 1.004478
LENGTH OF THE ERROR VECTOR 0.049237
IS THE ERROR ACCEPTABLE?
1
NEXT EIGENVECTOR:





















LENGTH OF THE DESIRED VECTOR n 	 1.417745
LENGTH OF THE PROJECTED VECTOR w
	19416569
LENGTH OF THE ERROR VECTOR
	
r	 0,057735
IS THE ERROR ACCEPTABLET
1
ownumnmunwCONTENTS OF 'CURRNT' DATA FILE INCLUDl
MATRIX V i i	 2	 3
1	 0,37:-#000&♦01 —0,700303E+00
	 0,966667E+00








1	 0,437037E+00 —0.65,7181E+00	 0.1,82400E+00





1	 0.132526E+02	 0,125341E+02 —0,133833E:+02
2 —0,1315.93E+0a^. —0,124526E+02	 0012295SE+02
MATRIX AHAT2
1	 2	 3
1	 0,112526E+02	 0,125341E+02 —0912;3833E+02
2 —0,131593E+02 —0,144526E+02, 0,132955E+02
3	 0,100000E+Oi	 0#100000E+Oi -0.200000E+01
WISH TO EXIT FROM THIS MODE,?
1
** * ****** * ** ****** EXITING MODE 3 ***^**^*****^***^**^^****
TERMINATE THIS RUN OR SELECT NV-XT MODEo'
WISH TO TERMINATE?
0
*** *** *^C***** ** *SPECTRAL A:,SIGNMEN 'r PACKAGE *****^***1C**^****^**
ENTER DESIRED MODE OF OPERATIONrMODE=0rlr2r,•.r,,0
,4
24
*** ********** *** *** MODE 4:TIME SI'MULA'TION SK*************
	 *****
******** CHOOSE SIMULA'ION OPTIONS'
--ENTER**
 
1 TO SIMULATE CA7 r 2 To SIMIJLA'fE CAHAT] r (3 FOR CA1I0 )
ENTER 0 TO SIMULATE BUTPUTSr1 TO SIMLILA'fE STATE VARIABLES:
1	 1
ENTER SIMULATION TIMEr(REAL NUMBER IN SECONDS):
5
ENTER NUMBER OF POINTS TO BE C'.ALCULA'fEDr(200 MAX):
150







CHOOSE INPUT OPTIONS:1 FOR NO INPUTr 2 FOR A S'fEP INPUTr
3 FOR A RAMPrAND 4 FOR A TRUNCATED RAMP:
INPUT OPTION FOR U 1#
1
INPUT OPTION FOR U 2:
2
SPECIFY AMP'LI'TUDE OF THE S'fEP INPUT U 2.
1
ENTER 0 FOR SO DISPLAY COLUMNSPI FOR 129 COLUMNS:
0
ENTER 0 FOR INDIVIDUAL AND 1 FOR MULTIPLE PI_0'fSi
0
PO YOU WISH TO SET THE MIN-MAX RANGES FOR THE AXES4
0
POSITION PAPER AT TOP,OF FORM AND TYPE ANY INTEGER
YOU MAY ADD A SHORT NOTE (20 CHARACTERS0






SYSTEM INPUTS	 OF POOR QUALITY







P 0#50E+00 + +
U






0.00E+00 i	 11111111111111111111111111111 1111111li11111111111*******1k+
0.00E+00	 0.20E+01	 0.40E+01	 0.60E+01
T I M E	 3
POSITION PAPER AT TOP OF FORM AND TYPE ANY IN'mom















































0.00E+00	 0.20E+01	 0.40E+01 0.60E+01
T I M E
POSITION PAPER A'F TOE' OF FORM AND TYPE ANY INTEGER

























0 —0.12E+01 +	 +

































0.00E+00	 0.20E+01	 0.40E+01	 0.60E+01
T I M E
POSITION PAPER AT TOP OF FORM AND TYPE ANY INTEGER






























0.24E+00 +	 X +
*	 X
#	 X




























WISH TO REPEAT THE PLOTTING?
0





*** *************** MODE 4. TIME SIMULATION ***************** :
******** CHOOSE SIMULATION OPTIONS:
ENTER: 1 TO SIMULATE CA7r 2 TO SIMULATE CAHAT]r(3 FOR CATIL])S
2
ENTER 0 TO SIMULATE OUTPUTSri TO SIMULATE STATE VARIAULES:
ENTER SIMULATION TIMEr(REAL NUMBER IN SECONDS):
ENTER NUMBER OF POINTS TO RE CALCULATEDr(200 MAX):
r	 150
SPECIFY THE INITIAL CONDITIONS:
X 1(0):
1
r^!	 X 2(0):k	 i
X 3(0):
1
CHOOSE INPUT OPTIONS:1 FOR NO INPUTr 2 FOR A STEP INPUTr
3 FOR A RAMPrAND 4 FOR A TRUNCATED RAMP:
INPUT OPTION FOR U 1:
I
INPUT OPTION FOR U 2:
1
ENTER 0 FOR 80 DISPLAY COLUMNSr1 FOR 129 COLUMN::
0
ENTER 0 FOR INDIVIDUAL AND 1 FOR MULTIPLE PLOTS:
1
DO YOU WISH TO SET THE MIN-MAX RANGES FOR THE AXES?
0
POSITION PAPER AT TOP OF FORM AND TYPE ANY INTEGER


























j 0.10E+01 333	 i!	 M t
i R # 333
	 11
E *	 333	 11
S #	 333	 11 #
P 2	 333	 11
0 0.50E+00 +	 333	 11 +
N #	 333	 11
S *	 3333	 lii








—0.50E+00 #.0;	 22 +









-0.15E#01 +	 2	 2 +






0.00E+0U	 0.20E+01	 0.40E+01 0.60E+01
T I M E
WISH TO REPEAT THE PLOTTING?
CSYSTEM] This Job will be killed ire 4 minutes if it remains inactive
0
WISH TO EXIT FROM THIS MODE?
1
**#*#*##*####7k##*#*###fit##*








****** ** ******** SPECTRAL ASSIGNMENT PACKAGE ********************
ENTER DESIRED MODE OF OPERATIONrMOGE=0r1 ► 2r..•r8:
***** ******** ****** MODE S:COMPONEN`f RFDUCT10N *** ***********#**#*
ENTER THE COORDINATES OF THE COMPONENT TO BE REDUCED
ROW--- ► COLUMN=--(BOTH INTEGERS):
3 1





J1= 0.490000E +02 	 J2= Q.000O00E+00
COST=	 0:490000E+02
GRADIENT MATRIX*'1	 2.	 3
	
1 -0.707107E+00	 0.000000E+00	 0.000000E+00
	
2 -0.707107E+00	 0.000000E+00	 0.000000E+00
GRADIENT SEARCH ROUTINErSET SEARCH PARAMETERS*'
Default values are:









Wish to continue the search's
1
GRADIENT SEARCH ROUTINErSET SEARCH PARAMETERS**
Default values are:














Wish to continue the search?
1
GRADIENT SEARCH RUUTINErSET SEARCH PARAMETERS:
Default values are#'
# of stepsrN= 1





























4 '	 1	 2	 3
+r	 1	 0.152540E+02	 0.125355E♦02 -0'.133827E+02
2 -0.131608E+02 -0.124540E+02
	 0.122949E+02
! r 	 `TERMINATE THIS RUN OR SELECT NEXT MODE:
WISH TO TERMINATE?
1
MODE 4:T1ME SIMLILA 'fION #^K^K**^^k^**^K**^C^C^^k#***##
*** ***#** CHOOSE SIMULATION OPTIONS'
i  ENTERS 1 TO SIMULATE CA3r 2 TO SIMULATE CAHAT3r(3 FOR CATIL3)2
ENTER 0 TO SIMULATE OUTPUTSr1 TO SIMULATE S'fATE VARIABLES:
	
:	 x
ENTER SIMULATION TIME ► ( REAL NUMBER IN SECONDS):
5
ENTER NUMBER OF POINTS TO BE CALCULATEDr(200 MAX):
150 -







CHOOSE INPUT OPTIONS01 FOR NO INPUT, 2 FOR A S'fEF' INPUT ►
3 FOR A RAMP P AND 4 FOR A TRl1N( :A'fED RAMP:-
R INPUT OPTION FOR U 1:





ENTER 0 FOR 80 DISPLAY COLUMNS91 FOR 129 COL.UMNS#*
	
	 0
ENTER 0 FOR INDIVIDUAL AND 1 FOR MULTIPLE PLOTS:
1
DO YOU WISH TO SET THE MIN-MAX RANKS FOR THE AXES?
v	 0
POSITION PAPER AT TOP OF FORM AND TYPE ANY INTEGER


















#	 1	 11 *'
0*25E+01 + 1	 1 +'
1 #!
# 1	 1 #'
li #
*1	 1










0.10E+01 333	 11	 M +
R # 333	 11
E #	 333	 11 #
S *	 333	 11
F 2	 333	 11
0 0650E+00 +	 333	 11 +
N #	 333	 11 #
S #	 3333	 111 #
E *2	 333333	 11111 #
#	 3333333333MI11111111










—0.10E+01 +	 211.1 +
*	 22
yyT	 2	 iu *
T	 2	 2






0.00E+00	 0.20E+01	 0.40E+01 0.60E+01
T I M f
WISH TO REPEAT THE PLOTTING?
0\0\0
WISH TO EXIT FROM THIS MODE?
i














iK****** ** ********** SF'ECThAL ASSmMwr PACKAGE **** **** #*****# *




1	 0.317724E+01 -0.7003031'+00	 0.966667E+00
2	 0.267724E+01	 0.719697E+00 -0.1033331+01
3	 0.585449E+01	 0.242424E-01	 0.6666670-01
GAIN MATRIX F.
1	 2	 3
.1	 0.132540E+02	 0.125355E+02 -0.1331127E♦02
2 -0.131608E+02 -0.124540E+02	 0.122949E+02.
******************** MODE 6:GAIN REDUCTION *8*#*#************>«**>K**^Ic




1	 0.100000E#01	 0.100000E+01	 0.100000E+01








1 -0.328984E-04	 0.123434E+00 -0.719359E+00
2 0.39042SE-04 0.10108E+00 -0.672949E+00
GRAhIENT SEARCH ROUTINErSET SEARCH PARAMETERS*
Dofault values are*
# of steFsrN= 1	 stow rwizard=
	 0.100000E-01	 d6in= 0.1000OOE 04
Wish to chance?
1













1	 0.317723E+01 -0.663273E+00 0.750859E+00












3	 O,SS5449E+01	 0.115571E+00 0.484359E+00




1	 04220673E+01	 Ut143515E+01 -0.231119E+01
2 -0.212192E+01 -0.140673E+01
	 0.115716E+01
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	 C* s***************** ►**********************#*************
00003
	 C-Function: Mode Selection.
00004
	 C-IMSL routines called: UGETIO.
00005
	 C-Spectral Assignment routines: MODEO through MODE8.
00006
	 C-Logical devices; Input Unit:
	 5	 Output Unit:	 5
00007	 C	 Storage Unit(s): IU-20
00008









00016	 OPEN (FILE= 'SYSTEM.DAT' * ACCESS='RANDOM' * RECORD SIZE=IRS
00017	 1rUNIT=IUgMOOE='BINARY9*OEVICE='OSK'901SPOSE='SAVE'!




00020	 129H SPECTRAL ASSIGNMENT PACKAGE 920(1H *)g//
00021	 29IX949HENTER DESIRED MODE OF OPERATION9MODEsCr1929...98:)
00022	 READ (5 * *) MODE
00023
	
IF ('MODE.LE.0) GO TO 80
00024	 GO TO (192939495969798) tMODE
00025	 1 CALL MOOE1
00026	 GO TO 99
00027	 2 CALL MODE2
00028	 GO TO 99
00029	 3	 CALL MOOE3
00030
	 GO TO 99
00031	 4 CALL `10DE4




00034	 GO TO 99
00035	 6	 CALL MODE6
00036	 GO TO 99
0OC37	 7	 CALL MODE7
00438	 GO TO 99
00039	 8	 CALL MODEB
00040	 GO TO 99
00041	 80 CALL MODEO
00042
	 99 WRI:TE (5*102)
00043	 102 FORMAT (1X *• 39HTERMINATE THIS RUN OR SELECT NEXT MODE:9//
00044	 191X918HWISH TO TERMINATE?)
00045	 READ (59*) 1





































































C-Function: System data entry.
C-IASL routines called: USWFM.
C-Spectral Assignment routines: -
05Logical devices; Input Unit:
	 5	 Output Unite	 5
C	 Storage Unit(sl: IU-20.
C-Random Access Files: SYSTEM.DkT .





1 FORMAT (1X926(1H*)919H MODE 1:DATA ENTRY 925(1H*l9//91X910(1H•1
1934HENTER OR CHANGE SYSTEM PARAMETERS:9//)
WRITE (594)
	
4	 FORMAT (1X 9 16HPREVIOUS VALUES?)
READ (59*) 17
IF (I7.GT.0) GO TO 220
	
230
	 WRITE (5921 NS9NI9NO9IOGT9ZER0
2 FORMAT 15X93HNS-9I291OX93HNI n 9I291OX93HN0-9I2
195X95HIOGT-91295X95HZER0-9F15.129/ /91X915HWISH TO CHANGE?)
READ (59*) Il
IF (I1.LE.0) GO TO 100
WRITE (595)
	





100	 CALL USWFM (10HMATRIX A :9109A9109NS9NS941
WRITE (593)
3 FORMAT (1X 9 15HWISH TO CHANGE?)
READ (59*) I2






130	 CALL USWFM (10HMATRIX-8 : 9 10 9 8 9 10 9 NS 01 94)
WRITE (5931
READ 159*) 13






160	 CALL USWFM (10HRATRIX C :9109C910009NS94)
WRITE 15931
READ (5 9 *) 14



















00057 READ (TU'll	 NSgNIvNOtIOGTPZERO
O0058 READ (IU 1 2)	 ((A(19J),J-L9NS),I-1gNS)
00059 READ (IU'3)	 ((e(IvJ),J-1,NI)•I=1rNS)
00060 READ (IU'41
	 ((C(19J)9J-19NS),I-1vNO)
00061 GO TO 230
00062 C **i******+l****#**^****ii*iii#*ib**
00063 200	 WRITE (596)
00064 6	 FORMAT (1X 9 29HWISH TO EXIT FROM THIS MOOE?	 )
00065 READ (5 9 *1	 I6
00066 IF	 (I6.LE.0) GO TO 210
00067 WRITE (5971


















00004 C-Function:	 Eigenvalue Assignment.F 00005 C-IMSL routines called:	 (USWFMI.
s
r,
00006 C-Spectral	 Assignment routines: 	 NSA,TRANS	 .
00007 C-Logical	 devices;	 Input Unit:	 5	 Output Unit:	 5
00008 C	 Storage Unit(s):	 IU-209IU=20+I	 for	 I-1gNS.
00009 C-Random Access Files: 	 SYSTEM.DATrFORxx.DAT where xx-IU-20+1 for	 I-19NS.
Ti 00010 REAL LRE(10),LIM(1C1•S(1093019SCOPY(10930),SP(109LO)oSPP(10920)[	
=
00C11 REAL	 X(30r20),ML(1C910)9NL(10910) 
f 00C12 REAL	 NLC(10920),PLC(10920),MLC(10920)
r; 00013 REAL ALPHA(20v20)9BETA(20920),KA(20910),KB(2091019GAMAl209201k
00014 REAL	 ACOPY(20920),AP(20920),APP(20910)
"i 00015 REAL STAR(20920)9OL(1092019RL(10,20)
r 00C16 REAL A(10,10),B(l0,lO),C(10,10)
00017 COMMON/SYS/A,B,C,ZER091OGT,NSsNI,NO
00018 COMMON/NSPA/ML,NL,NLC,PLC,MLC*STAR,aL,RL/EIG/LRE,LIM
00019 C**#**#*******#**** READ SYSTEM DATA ***********;************
00020 IRS-102
00021 IU-20
00022 READ	 (IU'1)	 NS,NI,hO,IOGT,ZERO
00023 READ	 (IU'2)	 ((A(I#J)9J-11NS)9I-19NS)




0002Q 1	 FORMAT	 11X920(1H*)930H MODE 2:EIGENVALUE ASSIGNMENT 1020(1H*19//
00029 191X910(1H*1929H ENTER OR 	 CHANGE EIGENVALUES:•//)
00030 C	 WRITE	 (59331	 ZER0 9 1OGT	 !**












00041 IF	 (KO.GT.0)	 GO TO 12
00042 GO TO 13
00043 C
00044 12	 READ	 (IU 0 1)	 LRE(I),LIM(I)
00045 13	 WRITE	 (5921	 I,LRE(I),LIM(I)
00046 2	 FORMAT	 (lX96HLAM8DA 9 I2 9 1H:,/,1X,5HREAL-9El5.692X96H IMAG-
00047 19E15.6,//,1X915HWISH TO CHANGE?)
00048 READ	 (59*)	 K1
00049 IF	 (K1.LE.0)	 GO TO 50
00050 write	 (5914)
00051 14	 format	 (1x 9 20henter	 new	 value(s)	 :1
F` 00052 READ	 (5,*)	 LRE(I),LIM(I)
00053 WRITE	 (IU 9 1)	 LRE(I)9LIM(I)
00054 C**«********************IS LAMBDA-I REAL OR COMPLEX?*************
00055 IF	 (A8S(LIM(I)).GT,A3S(ZERO))	 GO TO	 100









	 C** ********************FORM S-LAMBDA-I,(NSX(NS+NI))*************
O0058 DO 10 II-19NS
00059 DO 10 IJ=19NS
00060 S(IZ,IJ)-- A(II9IJ)




00065 DO 20	 II=19NS




00070 C CALL USWFM	 (11HMATRIX SLI:,11,S,10,NS,JNS941
	 !**
00071 C************************CALL NSA*****************************
00072 C WRITE	 (5.3)	 !**
00073 C	 3 FORMAT (1X,'NULL SPACE OF S-LAMBDA-I,X-KL')
	 !**
00074 C write	 (5 9 33)	 zero,idgt	 !**
00075 CALL NSA(NS, JNS9S9109309X9309209ZER09IDGT,SCOPY,SPPiSP)
00076 C****************** *PARTITION
 X=KL INTO NL AND ML ************
00077 00 30 II-19NS
00078 DO 30	 IJ-19NI
00079 NL(II,IJ)=X(II,IJ)
00080 30 CONTINUE
00091 WRITE	 (IU'3)	 ((NL(II9IJ)9IJ- 19NI)*II=1,NS)
00002 DO 40 11-INS9JNS




00087 WRITE	 (IU 4 4)	 ((ML(II,IJ),IJ=19NI),II-19NI)
00088 C CALL USWFM	 (10HMATRIX NL:,109NL,10,NS,NI 9 4)	 !**
00089 C CALL USWFM (10HMATRIX ML:9109ML910 010194) 	 !**
00090 IF	 (I.GE.NS)	 GO TO 900
00091 50 I=I+1
00092 IF	 (I.GT.NS) GO TO 900
00093 WRITE	 (5915)
00094 15 FOR MAT (IX916HNEXT EIGENVALUE:)




00099 C********************COMPLEX NULL SPACE FORMULATION ***********
00100 C********************FORM S-LAMBDA-C, NSX(2NS*NI) *************
00101 DO 110 II-19NS








00109 DO 120 II=1 9 NS J,













00117 DO 130 IImLvNS




00122 C CALL USWFM	 (11HMATRIX SLC:9ll9S9109NS9ILC94)
00123 Citiii**i#i ♦*tiAi*iiA*i*Aft CALL. NSA *iii****i****4i ♦**t*At*^**
00124 C WRITE	 (594)	 !*•
00125 C	 4 FORMAT (lX9'NULL SPACE OF 	 SLC 9	X-KLC	 ')	 !*•
00126 CALL NSA	 (NS 9 ILC9S9109309X93092C9ZER09IOGT9SCOPYvSPP9SPI
00127 C***i iA * Ai****** * ii PARTITION XmkLC INTO NLC90LC9AND MLC •tii i*
00128 IS-NS+NI
00129 00 140 IIw19NS
00130 DO 140 IJa19IS
001'31 NLC ( IL9IJ ) -X(II9IJ)
00132 140 CONTINUE
00133 WRITE	 ( IU 9 3)	 ((NLC ( II9IJ ) 9IJ-19IS)9IIw19NS)
00134 C
00135 00 150 IIuINS•NS2




00140 WRITE	 ( IU'4)	 ((PLC(II9IJ ) 9IJ•19IS)9II-19NS)
00141 C
00142 DO 160 II=IINS9ILC
00143 DO L60 IJ-19IS
00144 IJDUM-II-NS2
00145 MLC(IJDUM9IJ ) -X(II*IJ)
00146 160 CONTINUE
00147 WRITE	 ( IU'5)	 ((MLC ( II9IJ)9IJ-19IS ) 9II-19NI)
00148 C
00149 C CALL USWFM	 (11HMATRIX NLC:9119NLC9109NS9IS94) 	 !**
00150 C CALL USWFM	 (11HMATRIX PLC:9119PLC9109NS,IS94) 	 !**
00151 C CALL USWFM (11HMATRIX MLC:9119MLCv109NI9IS94) 	 !*•
00152 IF	 (NS.EO.NI )	 GO TO 215
00153 C***************** ►* FORM ALPHA9TRANSPOSE t*************t***•
00154 DO 170 I1-19NS2
00155 DO 170 IJ-19I5
00156 ALPHA(II9IJ1=X(II9IJ)
00157 IF	 (II.GT.NS)	 ALPHA(II9IJ)--X(II9IJ)
00158 170 CONTINUE
00159 C CALL USWFM	 (14HMATRIX ALPHAT:9149ALPHA9209NS29IS94) 	 !**
00160 CALL TRANS	 (ALPHA*NS29IS)
00161 C CALL USWFM	 (20HTRANSPOSE OF ALPHAT:920 9 ALPHA9209IS9NS294)	 !*
00162 C**************tii** CALL NSA * *it** *ti ****s**** i* ***A**ttt**
00163 C WRITE	 (595)	 !**
00164 C	 5 FORMAT (1X9'NULL SPACE OF ALPHAS KA 	 '1	 !**
00165 CALL NSA	 (IS9NS29ALPHA9209209KA920*109ZER09IDGT9ACOPYrAPP9AP)
00166 NMI=NS-NI
00167 C CALL USWFM (10HMATRIX KA: 9 10 9 KA 9 209NS29NMI94)	 :**







































































BETA ( IIiIJ) -NLC(IDUM,IJ)
190	 CONTINUE
C	 CALL USWFM ( 13HMATRIX BETAT: , I3,BETA920 , NS2 9 IS 9 4! !**
CALL TRANS (BETA,NS29IS)
C	 CALL USWFM ( 19HTRANSPOSE OF BETAT: , 19,8ETA ,20,IS,NS2v4)!**
C#*##*####*i**#*#t* CALL NSA ****#***#*######***#***#**# *i ***
C	 WRITE (5,61	 !**
C	 6	 FORMAT (1X,'NULL SPACE OF BETA, KS ')
	 !*#
CALL NSA IIS,NS29BETA9209209KB920910,ZER09IDGT,ACOPY,APP,AP)
C	 CALL USWFM (10HMATRIX KB:9109K89209NS29NMI941 !*#
C*********************#** FORM GAMA, TRANSPOSE *****************
00 200 II=19NS2
00 200 IJ-19NMI









GAMA ( II,IJ) =KB(II,NMIDUM)
210	 CONTINUE
C
C	 CALL USWFM (13HMATRIX GAMAT:9I39GAMA9209NS29NMI294) !**
CALL TRANS (GAMA,NS29NMI21
C	 CALL USWFM (19HTRANSPOSE OF GAMAT:9I99GAMA9209NMI29NS2941!*
Ci*«#i#*****##i***#*#i# CALL NSA *ii**i##**##*******##*#*####*ii
C	 WRITE (597)




215	 DO 216 II=1,NS2
DO 216 IJ=19NI2
STAR(II9IJ)=FLOAT(0)
IF (II.EO . IJ) STAR ( II,IJ) =FLOAT(1)
216	 C.ONTINUE
C	 CALL USWFM ( 12HMATRIX STAR: 9 I29STAR 9 20 9 NS2,NI294) !**
C*#**i#i*ii******i****** PARTITION STAR *##********#***** *#***
00 220 II=19NS
DO 220 IJ=19NI2
OL(II91J ) -STAR ( II91J)
220
	 CONTINUE













00227 WRITE	 (IU'7)	 ((RL(IIvIJI•IJ=1YNI2)9II=19NS)
00228 C CALL USWFM (1OHMATRIX 0L:91Og0L91O9NSvNI2v0
	
:**








00235 OPEN (ACCESS='RANOOM'•RECORD SIZE=IRS
00236 1oUNIT n IUrMOOE='BINARY990EVICEs'DSK'90ISPOSE='SAVE')
00237 LRE(IC)=LRE(I)
00238 LIM(IC)--LIM(I)
00239 WRITE	 (IU'll	 LRE(IC)9LIM(IC)
00240 WRITE	 (5922)	 ICvLRE(IC)•LIM(IC)
00241 22 FORMAT (1X96HLAMBOA91296H:REAL= ► E159692X96M9lMAGn9El5o6)
00242 IF (IC.GE.NS)	 GO TO 900
00243 I=I+2
00244 WRITE	 (5915)
00245 GO TO 999
00246 C
00247 900 WRITE	 (598)
00248 a FORMAT (1X929HWISH TO EXIT FROM THIS MODE? )
00249 READ	 (59*1	 KK	 '
00250 IF (KK.LE.01 GO TO 910
00251 WRITE	 (5991











































































C-Function: Calculates a basis for the Null Space of a MxN matrix Se
C-IMSL routines called: UERSETvUERTSTtLEOT2F9VSRTUtVSRTR#(USWFM)e
C-Spectral Assignment routines: -
C-Logical devices; Input Unit:	 (51
	
Output Unit:	 (5)
C	 Storage Un)t(s): -
C-Random Access Files: -
real s(iistijs)tscopyliis,l,js)tspp(i(stijX)tsp(iistllsl
real x(iixoi,jx)tfacgwkl(10)rwk2(132)rwk3(30)







C	 WRITE (592) ZER09IOGT	 1**















IF (INeEOeJN) GO TO 50
PV(IN)-IK











IF (IMeEO.MI GO TO 80L-IM +1
C************t********t**GAUSSI•AN PROCESS********************
DO 60 IL-L,N















00057	 C	 CALL USWFM (13HS TRIANGULARs9139S9IIS09N94) !**
00050
	 C	 WRITE (594)	 !r*
00059
	
C	 4	 FORMAT(1X ► • PERMUTATION VECTOR ► 1	 !*
0OC60	 C	 DO 81 I = 19N	 !**
00061







C	 CALL USWFM (IOHMATRIX S :9109SCO0Y9IIS9MgNg41 !**









0OC64	 C*******************SCOPY NOW CONTAINS SAAR**********^ ►***+^►***


























C	 CALL USWFM (IOHMATRIX SP2910 ► SP ► IIS#MvM ►4) !***






00086	 CALL UERSET (39LEVOLD)
00087	 CALL UERTST (IER96HLEQTZF)
00088	 C	 WRITE (593) IT	 !**
00089	 C 3	 FORMAT(1X 9 31HIOGT ON RETURN FROM LEQTZF IS -9I31 !**











OUC95	 CALL VSRTR (PV ► NvRPV)
00096	 C***********************F(3RM X*t* *st*********tt******* *******
00097
	
00 140 I=1 ► DUM




















00108	 C*********************SHIJFFLE ROWS OF X*********************
OC109	 C	 CALL USWFM ( 20HX 8LFORE SHUFFLING :9209X ► IIX9N9DUM941!**
00110	 CALL VSRTU (X9IIX9N9DUM91.9RPV ► WK3)
00111
	

















00009	 C-IMSL routines called: -
00006
	
C-Spoctral Assignment routines: -
00007	 C-,Logical devices; Input Unit: 	 -	 Output Unit:	 5
OOCOO	 C	 Storage Unit(s): -
00009	 C-'Random Access Files:
00010	 WRITE (591)
00011	 1 FORMAT (/913X93H***9/913Xr3H***916X923H01d Dominion University-/










00016	 1/91Xr4(6H***	 )93X931HThe Spectral Assignment Packager/91X
00017	 294(6H***	 )93X931(1H-)9/92X919(1H*)r/r1X93(6H 	 ***)!
OOOIS	 WRITE (5931
00019	 3 FORMAT (!/r6X952NDocumentation and a user guide for this CAD progr
00020	 Lam 9/96x934Hpackage Is avlalable upon requester/9













00002	 Csiss#**#*****#t#•***t*i***st*i*i#*## #s is#***^##i^*****#ass#s i
00003	 SUBROUTINE TRANS (AtIM9IN)
00004	 C-Function: Returns the transpose of matrix (Al in Ae
00005	 C-IMSL routines called: -
000O6
	 C-Spectral Assignment routines: -
00007
	 C-Logl*al devices; Input Unit:	 -	 Output Units
OOOOA	 C	 Storage Unit(s): -
00009
	










00015	 DO 20 I-19IN
00016











































































C-Function: Main routine for Eigenvector Assignment.
C-IMSL routines called UERTET9UERSET9USWFVgUSWFP9LLSOFgVMVLFF.
C-Spectral Assignment routines: GAINgIMPgPROJ9NORM9
C-Logical dovices; Input Unit:	 5	 Output Unit:	 5
C	 Storage Unitts): IU-209IUT-20+NS+1g1U w20+J for joloNS,
C-Random Access Files: SYSTEM.DAT9CURRNT.DAT9FORxx.OAT where xx-20+
C	 for J-19NS.































FORMAT (1X 9 20(1H*1 9 31H MODE 3:EIGENVECTOR ASSIGNMENT 919(1H*)
19//91X910(1H *l930H
 




FORMAT 41X 9 16HPREVIOUS VALUES?)
READ (59*1 KO












IF (IFLAG.NE.l) GO TO 1.3
































































13	 WRITE (5x14) J






16	 FORMAT (1X9L5HWISH TO CHANGE?)
READ (5 9 *) K1
IF (KL * LE * 01 GO TO 50
WRITE (59171
17	 FORMAT (1X928HENTER A NEW DESIRED VECTOR :l
READ (59*) ((VRE(IV9J1*VIM(IV*J1)9IV=19NS)
WRITE (.IU'21 ((VRE(IV*Jl*VIM(IV9J))91V=19NS)
C*^***#***•****** IS V-J REAL OR COMPLEX ? ********************
READ (IU'1) LRE(J)9LIM(J)
IF (A8S(LIM(J)).GT.ABS(ZEROI) GO TO 100
C**************#*** REAL EIGENVECTOR PROJECTION ***************'A
READ (IU'3) ((NL(II9IJ)9IJ=1*NI)9II=19NS)
C	 CALL USWFM (10HMATRIX NL:910 9 NL 9 10 9 NS 9 NI 9 4)	 !**
CALL PRDJ (NL9NS9NI9109109PNL9CP.MTA*ATAI*IDGT)
C	 CALL USWFM ( 11HMATRIX PNL:91L9PNLi,§';09NS9NS 9 4) !**
C*******A********#** PROJECT VO ONTO COLUMN SPACE OF N
—
LAMBDA **





C	 CALL UERTST (IER96HVMULFF)
CALL USWFV (15HACTUAL VECTORT:*159VA*NS9194)
C	 CALL USWFM (15HVa4 FROM USWFM :9159VA9209NS9194)!**
C****************** FINC THE ERROR VECTOR ********#*********#*
CALL IMP(PNL9NS910)
C	 CALL USWFM (13HMATRIX I—PNL:913,PNL*l0*NS9NS94)!**
CALL VMULFF (PNL9VD9NS9NS919109209E9209IER1
C	 CALL UERTST (IER96HVMULFF)





18	 FORMAT (1X931HLENGTH OF THE DESIRED VECTOR =9F15.69/
1 9 LX 9 31HLENGTH OF THE PROJECTED VECTOR=,F15*69/
29LX931HLENGTH OF THE ERROR VECTOR
	 =,F15.6)
WRITE (5921)
21	 FORMAT (1X924HIS THE ERROR ACCEPTABLE?)
READ (59*) KK
IF (KK * GT * O) GO TO 45
WRITE (5917)
READ (59*) ((VRE(YV9J)9VIM(IV9JI)91V=1*NS)
WRITE (IU 9 2) ((VRE(iV9J19VIM(IV9J))9IV=19NS)
CALL IMP(PNL9NS9101
GO TO 25

































































C**************** SOLVE NL *X=VA FOR X *}*********************; ♦
C NOTE: VA IS DESTROYED!
CALL LLSOF (NL9109NS9NI9VA9- 1*09NI9X*H9IP9TERI
CALL UERTST (IER96HLLSOF )




IF (J.GE * NS) GO TO 900
50	 J-J* 1.
IF (J * GT.NS) GO TO 900
WRITE (5919)









READ (IU'6) ((QL(II*IJ)9IJ =19NIZ)vII =1rNS)
READ (IU 1 7) 9001lII9IJ)9IJ=19NI2)9II=19N5)
C	 CALL USWFM (lOHMATRIX OL:9109QL910 9 N5•NI294) :**
C	 CALL USWFM (LOHMATRIX RL :9109RLslO 9 NS9NI294) !**











C	 CALL USWFM (12HMATRIX STAR:9129STAR9209NS29NI2 9 4) !**
C	 CALL USWFM (13HMATRIX PSTAR :9139PSTAR9209NS29NS294)!**










CALL USWFV (11HCOMPLEX VD:9119VD*NS29194)
CALL VPULFF (PSTAR9VD*NS29NS2919209209VA9209IER)
C	 CALL UERTST (IER96HVMULFF)
CALL USWFV (15HACTUAL VECTORT:9159VA9NS29194)
C**************** FIND THE ERROR 'SECTOR ****#******************
CALL IMP(PSTAR9NS2920)
C	 CALL USWFM (15HMATRIX I—PSTAR:9159PSTAR9209NS291452 9 41 l**
CALL VMULFF (PSTAR9VD*NS29NS2919209209E9209IER
C	 CULL UERTST (IER96HVMULFF)







00169 CALL NORM	 (VD9NS29XVD1
00170 CALL NORM (VA9NS29XVAl






00174 READ	 (59*)	 KM
00175 IF (KM.GT.0)	 GO TO 134
00176 WRITE
	 (5917)
00177 READ	 (59*I	 ((VRE(lV9J)gVIMIIVrJ119IV-1gNS)r
00178 WRITE	 (IU'2)	 ((VRE(IVvJ)9VIM(IV9J)I9IV-19NS1
00179 CALL	 IMP(PSTAR,NS2f201
00180 GO TO 114
00181 134 IC-J+1





00187 CALL LLSOF	 ( STAR9209NS29NI29VA9-1.09Nl29X9H9IP9IER1
00188 CALL UERTST	 (IER 9 6HLLSGF
	
1
00189 C CALL USWFV	 116H[XXI— ,j9(XXI—J*1:916 9 X*NI29194)	 !*•





00195 C CALL USWFM (13HMATRIX	 [XXI:9139XX9109NI9NS941 	 !**
00196 C*!***4*************** SET THE CONJUGATE VALUES *************#**
00197 IRS-202
00196 IU-IC+20
00199 OPEN (ACCESS-'RANDOM' 9 RECORD SIZE-IRS
00200 19UNIT-IU•MODE-' BINARY19DEVICE- 'DSK'90ISPOSE-'SAVE'I




00205 WRITE	 (IU 9 2)	 ( ( VRE(IV9IC)9VIM(IV9IC))91V-19NS)
00206 WRITE	 (5 9 141	 IC
00207 DO 230 IV-1gNS










`	 00215 901 FORMAT(1Xg49H ---------- CONTENTS OF "CURRNT" DATA FILE 	 INCLUDE:)
00216 C CALL USWFM	 (13HMATRIX	 [XXI : 9 139XX910 9 NI t NS94)	 !**




00219 902 FORMAT(1X944HWISH TO DISPLAY THE NORMALIZED EIGENVECTORS?)
00220 READ	 (59*)	 KS
00221 IF	 (KS.LE.0)	 GO TO 903
00222 CALL DSPLAY(NS.ZERO)
00223 903 CALL GAIN





00225	 CALL USWFM (12HMATRIX AHAT:9129AHATtlOgNStNS941	 !^*
00226	 WRITE (598)
00227	 8	 FORMAT (1Xv29HWISH TO EXIT FROM THIS MODE? 1
00228	 READ (59*) KT
00229	 IF (KT.GT.0) GO TO 920
00230	 IFLAG=1
00231	 GO TO 910
00232	 920	 WRITE ( IUT'1) ( ( V(IIvIJ ) gIJ-1}NS)g1I-19NS)
00233	 WRITE ( IUT'2) ( ( XX(II91J ) vIJ=l•NS)vII-19NI)
00234	 WRITE ( IUT 1 3) ( ( W(IIgIJ ) gIJ-1rNS ) vII-19NI)
00235	 WRITE ( IUT'4) ( ( F(IIrIJ ) g1J-1vNS ) vII=19NI)
00236	 WRITE ( IUT 9 5) ( ( AHAT ( II9IJ)9IJ - 19NS ) 9IIi19NS)
00237	 WRITE (599)









00001c##** #****#*### #####«# ►#####*#* *###*##**	 **^####*#^# *#
00002	 ct####**###*#**###**i*#**##*###**#*###**##*####**##**********
00003 SUBROUTINE PROJ ( AoPtNgIMsINrPgCPgATAsATAI,IDGT)
00004 C-Function:	 Calcuiates a
	
projection matrix	 EP]	 for	 the	 allowable
00005 C- space represented by (A].
00006 C-IMSL routines called:	 UERSETgUERTST • LINVZF • VMULFF•VMULFM,VMULFPV
00007 C (USWFM).
00008 C-Spectral Assignment routines: -
00009 C-Logical
	
devices;	 Input Unit:	 -	 Output Unit:	 (5)
00010 C Storage Unit(s):	 -





00014 CALL UERTST (3vLEVOLn)
00015 C CALL USWFM(9HMATRIX A:999A91NM0941
	 !#*
00016 00 LO I-19N
00017 00 10 J-19N
00018 ATAI ( 19J)-FLOAT(0)
00019 IF	 (I.EO.J)	 ATAI ( I*J)-FLOAT(1)
00020 10 CONTINUE
00021 CALL	 VMULFM	 ( AgA9MsNrN 9 IMrIMrATAsNgIER)
00022 C CALL UERTST (IER96HVMULFM)
00023 C CALL USWFM (11HMATRIX ATA:g119ATA,NvN,N94) 	 !**
00024 CALL LINV2F	 (ATA•N*N*ATAI9IDGT#WKAREA9IER)
00025 CALL UERTST
	 ( IER:6HLINV2F)
00026 C CALL USWFM (12HMATRIX ATAI:r12gATAIgN 9 NqN94)	 !**
00027 CALL VMULFP	 ( ATAIsAgNsNgM9NqIMqCPoNqIER)
00028 CALL UERTST (IER96HVMULFP)
00029 C CALL USWFM (LOHMATRIX CP:9109CPgNgNqMq4) 	 !**
00030 CALL	 VMULFF	 (A9CPgMrNgMtIM9NqP9IMqIER)
00031 CALL UERTST (IER96HVMULFF)















00004	 C— Function: Calculates the norm of an N—vector Ve
00005	 C— TM$L routines called: —
00006	 C—Spectral Assignment routines:
OOCO7	 C—Logical devices; Input Unit: 	 —	 Output Unit:.
00008	 C	 Storage Unitis): —
00009	 C— Random Access Files: —
00010	 REAL V(N)
00011	 XNORM-FLOAT401





































	 devices;	 Input Unit:
	 Output Unit:
00008 C	 Storage Unit(sls
00009 C-Random Access Files:
00010 REAL P(IN91N)
00C11 00 10 I-19N
00012 00 10 J-1•N
00013 P(I•J)--P(I•J)













00004	 C-Function: Calculates the Gain matrix9(F].
00005	 C-IMSL routines called: UERSET9UERTST9LINV2F9LLSCF9VMULFF9(USWFM9USWFV).
00006
	 C-Spectral Assignment routines: -
00007
	 C-Logical devices; Input Unit: 	 -	 Output Unit: (5)
00008	 C	 Storage Unit(s): IU-20+J for J-19NS.
00009	 C-Random Access Files: FORxx.OAT where xx=20+J for J=19NS.





















00025	 CALL UERSET (39LEVOLD)
00026	 C	 WRITE (591)




00031	 OPEN (ACCESS='RANDOM' 9 RECORD SIZE-IRS9UNIT=IU
00032	 19MODE-'BINARY19DEVICE-'DSK'9DISPOSE='SAVE')
00033	 C*************** Is Lambda-J real? ******************************
00034	 READ (IU'1) LRE(J)9LIM(J)
00035	 IF (ABS(LIM(J)).GT.ABS(ZERO)) GO TO 30
00036
	
C*************** Find real WJ=J-th column of (W] ***** *i+*****ti#
00037	 READ (IU'4) ((ML(II9IJ)9IJ-19NI)9II-19NI)
00038	 C	 CALL USWFM (10HMATRIX ML% 9 109ML910 9 NI9NI 9 4)	 !**
00039	 DO 20 IV-19NI
00040	 X(IV)-XX(IV9J)
00041	 20	 CONTINUE
00042	 C********** FORM WJ=IML]*X AND PUT WJ IN,J-TH COLUMN OF (W) #**
00043	 CALL VMULFF (ML9X9NI9NI919109209WJ9109IER)
00044	 CALL UERTET (IER96HVMULFF)
00045	 C	 CALL USWFV (10HVECTOR WJ:910 9 WJ9NI9194)	 !**
00046	 DO 25 IV-19NI
00047	 W(IV9J1=WJ(IV)
00048	 25	 CONTINUE









































































READ (IU 9 5) l(MLC(II*IJ)9IJ=1*IS)9II=1*NI)
C	 CALL USWFM (11HMATRIX NLC: * 11 * NLC * l0,NS * IS * 4)	 !**
C	 CALL USWFM (11HMATRIX PLC: 9 11*PLC9109NS9IS94)	 !**
C	 CALL USWFM (11HMATRIX MLC:9119MLC9109NI9IS*4) 	 !**
IC-J+1
























CALL UERTST (IER * 6HLLSOF )
C	 CALL USWFV (10HVECTOR XT : 9109X9IS91*4)	 !**
C******** FORM WJ= EMLCI*XC AND PUT WJ IN THE J—TH COLUMN OF [Wl
CALL VMULFF (MLC,X9NI9IS91*1092O9WJ9109IER)
CALL UERTST (IER96HVMULFF)







IF (•J.EO.IC) GO TO 29
J=IC




























00114 GO TO 50
00115 C+ttt*t*+ *tt** p rint	 [W1•-IWI•
	
than find [Fl, and 	 [AHAT] *+*****
00116 100 CONTINUE
00117 C CALL USWFM (11HMATRIX	 [W7:vIl9Wt109NIvNSr4) !**
00118 00 80	 IT=19NI
00119 DO 80 IJ-lvNS
00120 W(II,IJ)--W(II,TJ.)
00121 80 CONTINUE
'	 00122 C CALL USWFM	 112HMATRIX — [W1:r12rWtlOsNIrNSr4) !**
00123 C CALL USWFM (10HMATRIX V	 :,10 9 V,l0vNS,NS,4) !**
00124 CALL LINV2F	 (VvNSr10vVINVvIOGT9WKAREAvIER)
00125 CALL UERTST	 (IERvbHLINV2F)
00126 C CALL USWFM	 (12HMATRIX VINV:j12gVINVg109NSrNSr4) !**
00127 CALL	 VMULFF	 (WoVINVvNI,NS9tlSr10g10gFg10gIER)
00128 CALL UERTST (IER96HVMULFF)
00129 C CALL USWFM (14HGAIN MATRIX F:9149F9109NI OSr4) !**
00130 CALL VMULFF	 ( BgFgNSgNIvNS9109109AHAT9109IER)
00131 CALL UERTST (IER96HVMULFF)
00132 C CALL USWFM	 (4HB*F:94vAHATvl0gNS9NSr4) !+*
00133 00 240 II-19NS
00134 DO 240 IJ-19NS
00135 AHAT(II•IJ)-AHAT(TI*IJ)+A(II•TJ)
00136 240 CONTINUE
00137 C CALL USWFM (12HMATRIX AHAT: 9 12 9 AHAT9109NSrNS94) !**
00138 C WRITE	 (592)









































































C-Function; Facilitates storage and handelling of CURRENT data.
C-IMSL routines called: UERSET.
C-Spectral Assignment routines:
C-Logicai devices; Input Unit:
	
5	 Output Unit:	 5
C	 Storage Unit(s): IU-209IUT-20+ns+19IBAK-IUT+I for 1-1999












	1 	 FORMAT (1X923(1H*)922H MODE 8:DATA TRANSFER 925(1H*l9//9
LIX954HENTER 0 OF BACKUP FILE YOU WISH TO .AOORESSPI-199.. 9 9 :)
READ (59*) I
WRITE (5912)





OPEN ( FILE=' CURRNT . DAT',ACCESS-'RANDOM',RE CORD SIZE-102
1 9 UNIT - IUT,MODE='BINARY 0 9 OEVICE=' DSK.* 9 01SPDSE -'SAVE')
IBAK =.IUT+1
OPEN (ACCESS-'RANDOM',RECORD SIZE=102
19UNIT - IBAK,MODE =' BINARY' , DEVICE-'OSK',DISPOSE= ' SAVE')
IF (IOP.EC.2) GO TO 20
READ ( IUT')) ( ( V(IIgTJ) 9 IJ-19NS) , II-19NS)
READ ( IUT'2) ( ( XX(II,IJ) , IJ-ltNS) , II=L,NI)
READ (IUT 1 41 ((F(II9IJI,IJ - 19NS),II-1jN1)
READ ( IUT'S) ( ( AHAT ( II9IJ) , IJ-1,NS)vII-19NS)
C	 CALL USWFM (10HMATRIX V :9100910 0S,NS 9 4)	 !**
C	 CALL USWFM (10HMATRIX XX:910 9 XX9109NI,NS941	 3t*
C	 CALL USWFM ( 14HGAIN MATRIX F:914,F,10 g NI 9 NS g 4)	 !**
C	 CALL USWFM (12HMATRIX AHAT: 9 I2 9 AHAT9I0 9 NS,NS94) !}*
IF (IOP.E0.3) GO TO 30
WRITE ( IBAK'l) ( ( V(II,IJ)9IJ - 19NS)9II=1•NS)
WRITE (IBAK 1 2) ((XX(II 9 IJl9IJ - 1,NS)g1I=19NI)
WRITE ( IBAK 1 4) ( ( F(IIgIJl9IJ-1,NS)9II-19NI)
WRITE ( IBAK 9 5) ((AHAT ( IIrIJ ) rIJ-1 9 NS19II019NS)
GO TO 999
	
30	 00 34 II=1,NS
DO 34 IJ-19NS
AUX1 ( 119IJ) - V(II91J)
AUX2 ( 119IJ) -AHAT(II9IJ)
	3 	 CONTINUE
READ ( IBAK ' )) (( V(II,IJ) , IJ-1,NS),II-1,NS)
READ ( IBAK'5) ((AHAT(II,IJ) , IJ-19NS) 9 II=19NS)
WRITE ( IUT'l) ( ( V(II9IJ)9IJ-19NS19II-l9NS)










00059 WRITE (IBAK 9 1)	 ((AUX1(IIrIJ1 ► IJ-1 ►NS)vII=1vNS)
G	 00060 WRITE (IBAK ► S)	 ((AUX2(II ► IJ19IJoL9NS19II=19NS)
00061 00 35 II«19NI
00062 00 35 IJNl9NS
00063 AUX2(II91J)-XX(II ► IJ)
00064 AUX3(II91J)-F(II9IJ)
00065 39 CONTINUE
00066 READ (IBAK 1 2)	 ((XX(II9IJl ► IJ-1 ► NS)9II-19NI)
00067 READ (IBAK'4)	 ((F(II9IJ)9IJ-1 ► NS)9II-19NI)
00064 WRITE (IUT'2)	 ((XX(II9[J) ► IJ•19NS)9II n 19NI)
00069 WRITE (IUT'4)	 ((F(II9IJ) ► IJ-19NS)rII-:, ► NI)
00070 WRITE (IBAK'2)	 ((AUX2(II9IJ) ► IJ-19NS)9II-19NI)
00071 WRITE (IBAK 1 41	 ( (AUX3(II 9 IJ) 9IJ-19NS) ► II-1 ► NI )
00072 60 TO 999
00073 20 READ (IBAK 0 1)	 ((V(I191J)9IJm1 ► NS) ► I.I-1 ► NS)
t'	 00074 READ (IBAK 9 21	 ((XX(II ► dJ)9IJm19NS) ► II-1 ► NI)
00075 READ (IBAK 9 41 	((F(II ► IJ) ► IJw19NS) ► II-19NI)
f;	 00076 READ (IBAK 9 5)	 ((AHAT(II ► IJ)9IJu1 ►NS)9IIi19NS)
00077 WRITE (IUT 9 1) 	 ((V(II9IJ)91J-19NS) ► 1I-L ► NS)
00074 WRITE (IUT 9 2) 	 ((XX(II ► IJ)91Jw19N5)9IIw19NI)
00079 WRITE (IUT'4)
	 ((F(II ► IJ)9IJm19NS)9II•19NI)
00080 WRITE (IUT 9 5) 	 ((AHAT(II9IJ) ► IJ-19NS) ► x1;lgNS)
'	 00061 999 GO TO (19293)9I0P
00082 1, WRITE (5 9 13)	 I
{	 00083 13 FORMAT (1OX917H(CURRNTI-O>[BAKUP91191HI)
00084 GO TO 900
00085 2 WRITE (5914)	 I
00086 14 FORMAT ( 1OX917H(CURRNTI<••[BAKUP9I191HI)
00087 GO TO 900
00088 3 WRITE (5 9 15)	 I































































C-Function: Displays normalized Eigenvectos.
C-IMSL routines called: USWFM.
C-Spectral Assignment routines: NORM.
C-Logical devices; Input Unit:	 -	 Output Unit:	 5
C	 Storage Unit(s): IU-20+J for J-19NS.






READ (IU 1 1) LRE(J)9LIM(J)
































	 IF(J.GE.NS) GO TO 300
J-J+1
GO TO 10






























































Cv**tf*vvv**tttvvt tt y *vvtvt y *t**•ttvtt y***** vv **ttt***vtt***tvt '
^vv**#*v****^*tt****vtvvv*vvv*ttvt****At***t*tvvt*t**tttt***t**
SUBROUTINE MOOE4
C-Function: Simulates and plots time responses.
C-IMSL routines called: UERSET9UERTST9UGETI09DVERK9VMULFF,USPLO.
C-Spectral Assignment routines: UEVAL9FCN.
C-Logical devices; Input Unit:	 5	 Output Unit:	 5
C	 Storage Unit(s): IU-20,IUT-20+NS+1.














Ct****t***#*****ttt READ SYSTEM DATA *********s********t**tt***
IRS-102
IU-20
REAL ilU ' l) NS9NI9NO9IDGT,ZERO
READ (IU'2) ((A(19J)9J-19NS)9I-19NS)
READ (IU'3) ((NlI9J)9J - 19NI)sI-19NS)
READ (IU 0 4) ((C(19J)9J-19NS)9I-19NO)
IUT-IU+NS+1
OPEN(FILE-'CURRNT.DAT 1 9 ACCESS-'RANDOM'9RECORD SIZE-IRS
19UNIT; IUT9MODE- ' BINAPY 1 9DEVICE- ' DSK'90ISPOSE- ' SAVE'!
READ (IUT'4) ((F(I,J)9J-19N.S)9I-19NI)
READ (IUT 1 5) ( ( AHAT(19J ) 9J-19NS)9I-19NS)
C
	18 	 WRITE (5911)
11 FORMAT 41X923 ( 1H*)924H MODE 4:TIME SIMULATION 923(1H *) 9//91X910(1H
1*)927H CHOOSE SIMULATION OPTIONS:9/9LX91H- 962HENTER: 1 TO SIMULATE





































































































14 FORMAT (1X,47HENTER SIMULATION TIHE 9 (REAL NUPOER IN SECONDS):)
READ (59*) DT
WRITE (591.5)
15 FORMAT (1X95OHENTER NUMBER OF POINTS TO BE CALCULATED9(200 MAX):)
READ (59*) NP
WRITE (5916)
16 FORMAT (1X931HSPECIFY THE INITIAL CONDITIONS:)
00 40 ImlgNS






32 FORMAT (1X956HCHOOSE INPUT OPTIONS:l FOR NO INPUT, 2 FOR A STEP IN
1PUT9/91X92l(1H )940H3 FOR A RAMPsAND 4 FOR A TRUNCATED RAMPI)
DO 50 I=19NI
WRITE (5 9 18) I
18 FORMAT (1X 9 18HINPUT OPTION FOR U91291H:)
READ (59*) INOPT(I)
IF (INOPT(I).NE.2) GO TO 51
WIZITE (5x19) I




51	 IF (IN0PT(I).NE.3) GO TO 52
WRITE (5 9 21) 1
21 FORMAT (1X933HSPECIFY SLOPE OF THE RAMP INPUT U91291H:l
READ (5 9 *) SLOPE(I)
GO TO 50
	
52	 IF (INOPT(I).NE.4) GO TO 50
WRITE ( 5 9 22) I














C	 CALL UERTST (IER96HVMULFF)	 !**
CALL OVERK (NS,FCN,TsX,TEND,TOL91ND.CXolO,WsIER)
















































































80	 CALL VMULFF (C9XSND9NS91S10S10SYv10SIER1








C*** ii**##it#*i*tttt PLOT ##*** *i #**## *i#i*#***#tit*#**+*###*#*
WRITE (5923)




24 FORMAT (1X948HENTER 0 FOR INDIVIDUAL AND 1 FOR MULTIPLE PLOTS:)
READ (59*) IPLOT
WRITE (5925)
25 FORMAT (1XS51HDO YOU WISH TO SET THE MIN-MAX RANGES FOR THE AXES?)
READ (59*1 IRANGE








26 FORMAT (1X941HENTER MIN X911AX XSMIN YSAND MAX Y VALUES:1
READ (59*) (RANGE(I191=194)
C*** it*tt**« iti
 PLOT INPUTS tt#*i*t**#*####*#*###tt###*#*#*t#**
	
124	 DO 125 J-1SNI







33 FORMAT ( 1X950HPOSITION PAPER AT TOP OF FORM AND TYPE ANY INTEGERS/
1S1X941HY0U MAY„ADD A SHORT NOTE (20 CHARACTERS.))
READ ( 5934) III
	
34	 FORMAT (I1920X)
CALL USPLO (TSUMAT92019NP9NI91913HSYSTEM INPUTS91394HTIME94
195HINPUT959RANGES10H12345678909IOPT9IER)
CALL UERTST (IER 9 6HUSPLO 1
	135	 IF (IPLOT.LE.0) GO TO 140
C*************** PLOT ST4TE VARIABLES OR OUTPUTS ****+*** t***# *i*«
WRITE (5933)
READ (5934) I1I
CALL USPLO (TSXMAT9201^NP091915HTIME SIMULATION91594HTIME94
19 8HRES PONSE 9 8 9 RANGE 91OH1134567890 9 IOPT S I ER )




00169 GO TO 170
00170 140 00 160 J-19N




00175 READ	 (5934)	 III








00180 170 WRITE	 (5927)
00181 27 FORMAT	 (LX 9 28HWISH TO REPEAT THE PLOTTING?)
00182 READ	 (5 9 *)	 K1
00183 IF	 lK1 * GT.01	 GO TO	 115
00184 WRITE	 (5928)
00185 28 FORMAT	 (1X928HWISH TO EXIT FROM THIS MODE?)
00186 READ	 (59*)	 K2
00187 IF	 (KZ.LE.0)	 GO TO 180
00108 WRITE	 (5V29)
00189 29 FORMAT	 (1X927(1H*)918H	 EXITING
	
MODE	 4	 925(1H*))
00190 GO TO 200
00191 190 WRITE	 (5931)	 IN09IER9K
00192 31 FORMAT ( IX94HIN0- 9I2 9 4HIERs 913 9 51HCHECK INSTRUCTIONS FOR OIAGNOSTI
00193 1C MESSAGES ON DVERK9 /91X928HPROBLEM ON ITERATION NUMBER 913)














00004	 C-Function: Evaluates the input forcing functions.
00005	 C-IMSL routines called: -
00006	 C-Spectral Assignment routines: -
00007	 C-Logical devices: Input Unit: 	 -	 Output Unit:
00008	 C	 Storage Unit(s):
00009	 C-Random Access Files:. -
00010	 INTEGER INOPT(NI)
DO M	 REAL AMP(NI)9SLOPEINI)gU(NI)9TEN0
00012
	 DO 10 I=19NI
00013	 GO TO 11929394)91NOPT(I)
00014	 1	 U( I )- 0}000000
00015	 GO TO 10
00016	 2	 UM-AMP(I)
00017
	 GO TO 10
00018	 3	 U(I)-SLOPE(I)*1'END
00019	 GO TO 10
4OC20	 4	 IF (TENOeLE * IAMP(I)/SLOPE(IIII GO TO 3














00001	 C*wt**««wtt«*w*ww«*ttw«wwwt*tewt«««wwwwwtr#wwt« «twtww *«w*w«***
00002	 Cwwww*«**ttw*ttw*wwwtwww*wwwtww*tt«*wtw*wwwwwww+wewwlweewwwseww
00003	 SUBROUTINE FCN(NS9T9X9XPRIME)
00004	 C—Function: Evaluates x' fuctions for use by IMSL routine OVERK.
00005	 C— IMSL routines called: —
00006	 C— Spectral Assignment routines: —
00007	 C—Logical devices; Input Unit: 	 —	 Output Unit:	 —
00008	 C	 Storage Unit(s):
OOCOQ	 C—Random Access Files: —
00010	 REAL X(NS19XPRIME(NS)oATIL(10910)*CONST(1n1
00C11	 COMMON/OIF/ATILrCONST














































































C-Function: Main routine for Component Modification
C-[MSL routines called: UERSET9USiWFMe
C-Spectral Assignment routines: CGRA09000STtSEARCH90SPLAY.
C-Logical devices; Input Unit:
	 5	 Output Unit:
	
5
C-	 Storage Unit(s): IU-209IU=20+J for J-19N.S9I6T=20+NS+l

















OPEN (ACCESS='RANDOM 4 9 RECORD SIZE=202
19UNIT=IUgMODE='BINARY99DEVICE='OSK'•DISPOSE='SAVE')
READ (IU 1 11 LRE(J)•LIM(J)
10	 CONTINUE
IUT-20+NS+1





READ (IUT 9 5) ((AHAT(II9IJ)9IJ-1,NS)gII-1gNS)
CALL USWFM (10HMATRIX V :9109V9109NS9NS 9 4)	 !**
C	 CALL USWFM (10HMATRIX XX: g 1O g XXj10•NI9NSq4)	 !**
C	 CALL USWFM (14HGAIN MATRIX F:•149F910rNIsNS94)
	 !**






1	 FORMAT (1X•22(lh*) 9 28H MODE 5:COMPONENT REDUCTION 920(LH*)•//•




2	 FORMAT (1X939HSET DESIRED WEIGHTS90EFAULT VALUES ARE:,/9
















00058 3 FORMAT	 (LX917HENTER NEW VALUESS)
00059 READ	 (59*1	 F19FZ
00060 30 CALL CCOST(CJ)






00065 WRITE	 (IUT'l)	 ((V(II•IJ),IJ-1,NS),II-1jNS)
00066 WRITE	 (IUT 1 2)	 ((XX(IIgIJ)9IJ-1,NS)9II-1.NI)
00067 WRITE	 (IUT'4)	 ((F(II9IJI9IJ1gNS),II-19NI)
00068 WRITE	 (IUT'5)	 ((AHAT(IIvIJ)•IJ-19NS)9II-1•NS)
00069 CALL USWFM	 (10HMATRIX V	 :,IOgVolOvNSgNS94) !**
00070 WRITE	 (599021
0OC71 902 FORMAT (1X944HWISH TO DISPLAY THE NORMALIZED EIGENVECTORS?1
00072 READ	 (59*)	 KS
00073 IF	 (KS.LE.0)	 GO TO 903
00074 CALL OSPLAY	 (NSrZERO)
00075 903 CONTINUE
00076 C CALL USHrM (10HMATRIX XX:910*XX 9 10 9 NIgNS 9 4) !**
00077 CALL USWFM (14HGAIN MATRIX F2914 9 F910 01 9 NS,4) !**












00002'	 Cei*Mt##t,###*i*# i,i### t# i*ii*##,##,#####i###,#t#i#### i## *### #i *#
00003:	 SUBROUTINE CCOSI'(CJl
00004	 C-Function: Calculates the COST function for component modification.
00005	 C-IMSL routines called: -
00006
	 C-Spectral Assignment routines: -
00007	 C-Logical devices; Input Unit:
	 -	 Output Unit:	 5
00005	 C-	 Storage Unit(s): -
00009























00028	 IF (ABS(LIM(N)).GT.ABS(ZERO)) N-N+1
00029	 IF (N.LE.NS) GO TO 10
00030	 CJ-CJI+CJ2
00031
	 WRITE (591) CJ19CJ2
00032
































C-Function: Calculates the GRADIENT for component modification.
00005
	
C-IMSL routines called: USWFM
00006
	
C-Spectral Assignment routines: PVP,OBNORM.
00007	 C-Lovicai devices; Input Unit: 	 -	 Output Unit:	 5
00008	 C-	 Storage Unit(s):


















00025	 IF (ICOL.NE.J) GO TO 14
00026	 PJ1(I9JI-2*Fl*V(:ROW91COL)*AUX1(IROW9ICDLi
00027	 IF (ABS(LIM(ICOL)).LE.A8S(ZERO)) GO TO 15
00028	 C	 CALL USWFM(BHPV/PXIJ:989AUX19109NS,NS94) !**










00035	 IF (ABSILIM(ICOL)).GTiABS(ZERO)) PJ1(I,J1)-FLOAT(0)
OUC36	 15	 PJ2(19J)-FLOAT(0)
00037	 IF (ABS(LIM(J)) * GT.ABS(ZERO)) PJ2(19J1)-FLCAT(0)
00038	 DO 100 M-19NS












00047	 IF (A8S(LIM(J)).GT.A8S(ZERO)) PJ2(IrJ1)-2*F2*PJ2(I,J1)
00048	 105	 -CONTINUE
00049	 IF' (A8S(LIM(J)).GT.ABS(ZERO)) J-J+1
00050	 J=J+1
00051	 IF (J.LE.NS) GO TO 10








C	 CALL USWFM(1LHPATRIX (GI:9119G9109NI,NS94) 	 !*1M
00057	 CALL DBNORM(NI,NS)
00059











OOCOL C^lrt*t* ##it ##♦tttt##t#«##^#*##*t#t**art## *tttrfiirriiri #iii.ri*ri





	 p[V] /p(X)i,j	 .
000O3 C-IMSL routines called% 	 (USWFM).
00006 C-Spectral
	 Assignment routines:	 -
00007 C-Logical
	 devices;
	 Input	 Unit%	 -	 Output Unit:	 (5)
00008 C-	 Storage Unit(s):
	
IU-20+KJ	 9KJ	 specified by CALL statement.
00009 C-Random Access Files:
	 FORxx.DAT where	 xx=20+KJ.
00010 REAL AUX1(10910)9AUX2(10910)9AUX3(10910)
00011 C NULL SPACE ARRAYS













00024 IF	 (ARS(LIM(KJ)),GT.A8S(ZER01)	 GO T020
00025 READ	 (IU'3)	 ((NL(II9IJ)9IJ-19NI)gII=19NS)
0OC26 00 10	 I-19NS
00027 DO 10 J-19NS
00028 AUXI(19J)-FLOAT(0)
00029 IF	 (J.EO.KJ)	 AUXI(19J)-NL(IrKI)
00030 AUXZ(19J)-FLOAT(0)
00031 10	 CONTINUE
00032 GO TO 30
00033 20	 NI2-NI#2
00034 READ	 (IU'6)	 ((OL(II9IJ)•IJ-19NI2)9II-19NS)
00035 READ	 (IU 9 7)	 ((RL(II9IJ)9IJ-19NI2)9II-19NS)
00036 C	 CALL USWFM (10HMATRIX 00910901.9109NS01294)
	 !«*




00040 DO 30 I-19NS









00048 30	 CONTINUE	 x
00049 C	 WRITE	 (5 9 1)	 KI9KJ	 !*#
0000 C	 L	 FORMAT	 (1X9'I- 0 912 9 'J-' 9 I2)	 !**
00051 C	 CALL t. SWFM(BHPV/PXIJ:989AUX19109NS9NS 9 4)	 !ti
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Main routine	 for	 Gain	 Modification.
{	 00005 C-IMSL routines called:	 UERSET9USWFM.
00006 C-Spectral
	 Assignment routines: 	 GCOST9GGRAD9SEARCH9OSPLAY.
00007 C-Logical
	 devices;	 Input Unit:	 5	 Output Unit:	 5
00004 C-	 Storage Unit(s):	 IU-209[UT-20+NS+1
00009 C-Random Access Files:	 SYSTEM.DAT9CURRNT.DAT
00010 C GRADIENT ARRAYAS
00CL1 REAL AL(10910)9G(10910)9AUX1(10910)9AUXZ(10910)9AUX3(109:LO)





{i i0C15 REAL	 STAR(20920)90L(1O92O)9RLl10920)
















00030 READ	 (IU'3)	 ((B(II9IJ)9IJ-19NI)9II-LrNS)
00031 IUT-20+NS+1
00032 OPEN (FILE-'CURRNT.DAT 1 9ACCESS-'RANDOM'9RECORD SIZE-102
00033 19UNIT-IUT9MODE-'BINARY'90EVICE-'DSK'9DISPOSE-'SAVE')
00034 READ	 (IUT 1 1)	 ((V(II9IJ)9IJ-19NS)9II-19NS1
00035 READ	 (TUT 1 2)	 ((XX(II91,4')9IJ-19NS)9II-19NI)
00036 READ	 (IUT'4)	 (IF(II9IJ19IJm19NS)9II-19NI1
00037 PEAD	 (IUT 9 5)	 1(AHAT(II9IJ)aIJ-19NS)9II019NS)
00038 CALL USWFM	 (10HMATRIX V	 :9109V9109NS9NS94)	 !**
00039 C	 CALL USWFM	 (10HMATRIX XX:9109XX9L0 9 NI9NS941	 !*#
00040 CALL USWFM	 (14HGAIN MATRIX F:914 9 F 9 1O9NI 9 NS94)	 !**
00041 C	 CALL USWFM	 (1214 011ATRIX AHAT:912 9 AHAT9109NS g NSi4)	 !•
00042 DO 10 11-1 01




00047 1	 FORMAT	 (1X 9 22(1H*) 9 23H	 MODE 6:GAIN REDUCTION 925(1H*)9//9
0OC48 LIX922HSET ALPHA PARAMETERS	 :9/91X920HDFFAULT VALUES ARE
	
:1
00049 CALL USdFM	 (17HGAIN PARAMETERS	 :9179AL9109NI9NS94)	 !**
00050 WRITE	 (592)
00051 2	 FORMAT	 (1X915HWISH TO CHANGE:)
00052 READ	 (59*1	 KK
00053 IF	 (KK.LE.01	 GO TO 20
00054 WRITE	 (594)
00055 4	 FORMAT (1X917HENTER NEW VALUES:)




PAGE 'g^oarpoo QvA of
00057 20	 CALL GCOST(CJ)
00050 WRITE
	






00062 WRITE	 ( IUT'L)	 ((V(IIvIJ ) vIJ=1vNS ) tIInlgNS)
00063 WRITE	 ( IUT'2P	 ( ( XX(II ► IJ)rIJ-1 9 NS1vIIulvNI)
00064 WRITE	 ( IUT 0 4)	 ( ( F(II9IJ1sIJm1 * NS)rII-1,NI)
00065 WRITE	 ( IUT 9 5)	 ((AHAT ( II9IJ19IJ-1gNS)v1I-1rNSl
00066 CALL USWFM
	
( IOHMATRIX V :910vV9lQvNS9NS94) !*+
00067 WRITE	 (59902)
00060 902	 FOR MAT (1X944HWISH 1'6 DISPLAY THE NORMALIZED EIGENVECTORS?)
OOC69 READ	 ( 5•*1	 KS
00070 IF 4KS.LE.0)	 GO Tn 903
0007L CALL DSPLAY	 (NSvZERO)
00072 90.3	 CONTINUE
00073 C	 CALL USWFM (LOHMATRIX XX:9109XX910 9 NIoNS94) !4*
00074 CALL USWFM ( 14HGAIN MATRIX F!9l49F9l0vNIvNSg4) !*•



































































CeV +ti•^ti^ +M#^^MV► t^+M }#+M^1'^^bt*^b/Y.Mtn * tts^e # 4^tM^O^Y^k^M#+k1^Fttt +Nlh4^t^kAt4#1^
C$4**	 $4,
SUBROUTINE SEARCff (CJtCO31 9GRA9#MOUE)
C—Function: Inter —active Gradlent Search Routine.
C— IMSL routines callers: UERSFTv U ERTST9LINV ? F9(VS;FM),
C — Spectral Assignment rou(cine :sr GAIN9COSTP#,)ESIGN-PSENSoGRADvTRAN.
C —Logical devices; input Unitx	 5	 Output Units	 5
C-	 Storage Unit(s),; —
C—Random Access Files: -
C GRADIENT ARRAYAS
REAL AL(10 9 10) 9G(109LO)vU(10s1.4)9WKARFA(130)
C NULL SPACE ARRAYS
REAL ML ( 10910) *NL( 10 9 1019ALPF4A(20*20) vOETRA(2Cs201
REAL NLC(1092019PL('P(1092019MLC(10920)
REAL STAR(20920190L110920)9R1.( Lot; 0)
C MODE 3 ARRAYS
REAL XX(10910)9VA(ZD)9i~(20)sXIZO)vLRa (10)vL[M(10)vWJ(10)
REAL W(10910) ♦ V(10910)9VINV(i( t1 0)vF(1+Os10),PAHA'Ti10910)
REAL A(10910198(10910)9C(10vX0)
COMMON / SYS/A98 9C 9ZER09IDGT9NS9NIs'N()









LO	 WRITE (5 9 1) N90vOMIN
1	 FORMAT ( 1X946HGRADIENT SEARCH ROUTINEs ET SEARCH PARAMETERS:v//
1 9 1X919HDefault values are39/ 9 1x 9 13HN of stepsgNn9I393X912Hstep siz
te9d-9E15.693X 9 5Hdmin-9E15.69//9lx 9 15HW14h to change?)
PEAO (59*) 1UP
IF (IUP.LE.01 GO TC 20
WRITE 1592)
2	 FORMAT (1X917HEnter new values:)
READ ( 5 9 . ) N9090MIN
20	 IN-1










C	 CALL USWFM (IOHMeTRIX UT:9109U9109NS9NS94)	 !*+
CALL tran(U9NSsNS)
C	 CALL USWFM (10MMATRIX U :91009109NS9NS94) 	 !A•
CALL SENS
49	 CALL COST(CJNEW)
WRITE ( 5 9 7) CJNEW	 !t#



















































IF	 (CJNF,W.GE CJ)	 GO TO 50









IF	 (KN.E0.1)	 GO	 TO 70
WRITE	 (5 9 3)	 KN90
3 FORMAT	 (1X913.38H Steps with present gradient and dmin n •E15.6





WRITE	 (5 9 8)	 OH
8 FORMAT (1X 9 23HLAST STEP NOT ACCEPTED!•/
19LX921HSTEP	 SIZE REDUCED TO:9E15.6)









5 FORMAT	 (1X 9 14HCost Function-,E15.6)
C CALL USWFM	 (10HMATRIX V	 : 9 10 9 V 9 109NS,NS941 e*
C CALL USWFM	 (10HMATRIX XX:g10 9 XXv10rNI9NSv41 !*!
C CALL USWFM	 (14HGAIN MATRIX F. * 14vFgl09NI9NSr4) !^•
C CALL USWFM	 (12HMATRIX AHAT: 9 12 9 AHAT 9 10 9 NStNS941 !«*
IF	 (IFL.EO.:IY	 GO	 TO	 90
WRITE	 (5.6)
6 FORMAT	 (1X928HWish to continue	 the	 search?)
READ	 (5. 0 )	 KK
















00004 C-function:	 Calculates the COST 	 function for	 Gain
	
Reduction
00005 C-IMSL routines called: -
00006 C-Spectral	 Assignment routines: -
00007 C-Logical	 devices;	 Input Unit:
	 -	 Output Unit:	 (5)
00008 C-	 Storage Unit(s):	 -
00009 C-Random Access Files: -
00010 REAL	 A(10910)v6(10s10)sC(10910)




'	 00015 00 10 I=1 01
00016 DO 10 J-19NS
'.	 00017 CJ-CJ+AL(19J)*(F(19J)**2!
f	 00018 10	 CONTINUE
00019 C	 WRITE	 (591)	 CJ	 !^!






































































C— Function: Caiculatas the Gradient for Gain Reduction.
C— IMSL routines called: UERTST9USWFM9LINV2F.
C—Spectral Assignment routines: DBNORM,PFX9
C—Logical devices; Input Unit:
	 —	 Output Unit:
	 5
C—
	Storage Unit(s): IU-20+J for J-19NS.
C—Random Access Files: FORxx.DAT where xx=20+J .
C GRAr• iENT ARRAYAS
REAL AL(10910)vG(10910)9AUX1(10910I9AUX2I1091019AUX3(109101






C MODE 3 ARRAYS
REAL XX(1091019VA(20)9E(20)9X(20)9LRE(10)9LIM(10)9WJ(10)









C 1	 FORMAT (1X 9 'SUBROUTINE GGRAD++++++•++++++++++@) !*#
CALL LINV2F (V9NS9109VINV91DGT9WKAREA9JER)
CALL UERTST (IER96HLINV2F)











READ (IU 1 1) LRE(J)tL1M(J)
IF (ABS(LIM(J)).GT.A8S(ZERO)) GO TO 30
C************* Find partials of J wrt elements of IXXI9 real case**
READ IIU 1 3) ((NL(II9IJ)9IJ-19NI)9II-19NS)
READ (IU 1 4) ((ML(II9IJ)9IJ-19NI)9II-19NI)
C	 CALL USWFM (LOHMATRIX NL:9109NL9109NS 9 NI 9 4)	 !**
C	 CALL USWFM (10HMATRIX ML : 9109ML9109NI01 94)
	 !«*
GO TO 15





READ (IU O 3) ((NLC(II9IJ)9IJ-19IS)9I1-19NS)
READ (IU 1 4) ((PLC(II9IJ)9IJ-19IS)9II-19NS)
READ (JU'S) ((MLC(II9IJ)9IJ-191S)9II=19N1)
READ (IU 9 6) ((QLIII9IJ)9IJ=19NI2)9II-19NS1







00057 C CALL	 USWFM	 (1114MATRIX NLC:,II9NLC 9 l09NS,IS,4) !*
00058 C CALL USWFM
	 (11HMATRIX PLC:9Ll,PLC9l0,NS9IS,4) 's*
00059 C CALL USWFM
	 (11H4ATRIX MLC:9119hLC,l09NI9IS*4) !s*
00060 C CALL USWFM	 (1OHMATRIX 0L :9109QL9109NS,N1294) !**
00061 C CALL	 USWFM	 (10HMATRIX RL :9109R1.91,09NS9NI294) !*4





00067 IF	 (IFLAG.NEaO)	 GO TO 150
00068 DO 100	 IP-19NI
0OC69 DO 100 I0-19NS
00070 G(19J)-G( I9J)+2*AL(IP9I0)*F(IF9I0)*AUX3(IP,IQ)
00071 C WRITE	 (592)	 IP,IQ,I,J,G(I,J) !**
00072 C	 2 FORMAT	 (2OX9'PF',I29I2,'/X',I2 9 I29'	 - '9E15Q69'PARTIAL SUMS')!**
00073 100 CONTINUE
00074 IF	 (IFLAG.EO.1)	 J-J*l
00075 IF (JaGE.NS)	 GO TO 200
00076 J-J+1
00077 GO TO 10
00078 150 JO-J+1
00079 DO 70 IP-19NI








00086 G(19JD)-G( I9JD1+2* AL(IP9IQ)*F(IP9I0)*t.°IX3(IP,I0)
00087 75 CONTINUE








00091 C GALL	 USWFM	 (11HMATRIX	 [G1:9Ll9G9l09NI9NS,4 . ) !**
00092 CALL DBNORM(NIrNS)










00002	 C«ft*Tit«iii*«ti*ttt««ttt*««t«««««*t iittt*«**#** * ii ««« «t#* *«*ti«*
00003	 SUBROUTINE INSTEP
00004	 C-Function: Called by PFX calculates [AUX3I-([AUX1I-[AUX21)*1VINVI
00005	 C-IMSL routines called: UERTST*VMULFF*(USWFMI.
00006	 C-Spectral Assignment routines: -
00007	 C-Logical devices; Input Unit:	 -	 Output Unit:	 (5)
00008	 C-	 Storage Unit(s):








00017	 C	 CALL USWFM (7H(AUX11: * 7 * AUX1 * 10 * NI * NS * 4)	 !**
00018	 C	 CALL USWFM (7K AUX2I: * 7*AUX2 * 10 * NS * NS * 4)	 :•*
00019	 CALL VMULFF(F*AUX2*NI*NS*NS*10*10*AUX3*10*IERI
00020	 CALL UERTST(IER*6HVPULFF)
00021	 C	 CALL USWFM (7H[AUX31: * 7 * AUX3 * 10 * NI * NS * 4)	 !1^*
00022	 00 10 II-1*NI























00004	 C-Function: Returns a normalized NIxNS matrix in itselfe
00005
	 C-IMSL routines called: -
00006
	 C-Spectral Assignment routines:
00007	 C-Logical devices; Input Unit: 	 -	 Output Unit:
00008	 C-	 Storage Unit(s):
00009
	








00013	 00 10 I-;, 01


























00004	 C-Function: Given a Designater matrix EXl• calculates EVIe
00005	 C-IMSL routines called: UERTST•VMULFF•(USWFM).
00006	 C-Spectral Assignment routines: -
00007	 C-Logical devices; Input Unit:	 -	 Output Unit:	 (5)
00008	 C-	 Storage Unit(s): IU-20+J
00009	 C-Random Access Files: FORxx.DAT where xx-20+J for J-19NS.












00022	 C	 WRITE 15 9 1 ► 	 !**




00027	 OPEN (ACCESS-'RANDOM'oRECORO SIZE-IRS,UNIT-IU
00028	 19MODE-'BINARY'90EVICE-'DSK'90ISPOSE='SAVE')
00029	 C*************** Is Lambda-J real? ******************************
00030	 READ (IU'l) LRE(J),LIM(J)
00031	 IF (A8S(LIM(J)).GT.ABS(ZERO)) GO TO 30
00032	 C*************** Find real VA=J-th column of (VI ****************
00033	 READ (IU'3) ((NL(IIg1J)9IJ-19NI)rII=1sNS)
00034	 C	 CALL USWFM (1OHMATRIX NL:910gNL9109NSgNI 9 4)	 !**
00035	 DO 20 IV-19NI
00036	 X(IV)-XXIIV,J)
0OC37	 20	 CONTINUE
00038	 C******** Find VA-ENLI*X and put it in J-th column of EVI ******
00039	 CALL VMULFF (NL9XgNS9NI91910g20qVAv2O'sIER)
00040	 CALL UERTST (IER96HVMULFFI






00045	 29	 IF (J.GE.NS) GO TO 100
0OC46	 J-J+1
00047	 GO TO 10








00054	 READ (IU'7) ((RL(IIsIJ)9IJ-19NI2)sII-19NS)
00055	 C	 CALL USWFM (1011hATRIX OL:91090L9109NSrNI294) 	 a**









00058 C****** Fora [STAR]	 and double	 length X *++*********************
00059 DO 135	 II=19NS
00060 DO	 135	 IJ-19NI2	 #
00061 STAR(II,IJ)-QL(II,IJ)
00062 135 CONTINUE
00063 DO 140	 II-INS,NS2




00068 C CALL USWFM	 (12HMATRIX STAR: 9 I2 9 STAR9209NS29NI294) 	 !**








00076 C CALL USWFV	 (10HVECTOR XT:9109X9NI29194)	 !**
00077 C***** Find	 VA-[*].X and partition	 it	 to	 [Vlj,	 [Vlj+1	 *********
00078 CALL	 VMULFF	 (STAR,X,NS2 9 NI2919209209VA9209IER) 	 !	 I
00079 CALL UERTST	 (IER96HVMULFF)
00080 C CALL USWFV	 (10HVECTOR VA: * 109VA,NS291941	 ! *






00087 GO TO 29
00088 C************** Print [V] 	 *******************************
00089 100 CONTINUE
00090 C CALL USWFM	 (11HMATRIX	 [V]:9119V9109NS,NS941	 !**
00091 C WRITE	 (5 9 2)	 !**	 1













00004	 C-Function: Returns p[Fl/p[x]iJ .
000O5	 C-IMSL routines called: UERTSTrLLSOF,VMULFF9(USMFM).
00006	 C-Spectral Assignment routines: INSTEP.
00007	 C-Logical devices; Input Unit:
	 -	 Output Unit:	 (5)
00008	 C-	 Storage Unit(s): -
00009	 C-Random Access Files: -
00010	 C GRADIENT ARRAYAS
00011	 REAL AUX1(10910)•AUX2(10910)rAUX3(10910)
00012	 C NULL SPACE APRAYS
00013
	
REAL ML(1091019NL(1091O19ALPHA(20920)98ETA(20920) 	 s''
00014	 REAL NLC(10920)#PLC(10920)gMLC(1O920)
00015	 REAL, STAR(20920)9QL(10,20)rRL(10p20)
00016	 C AUX. ARRAYS
00017	 REAL WKAREA(130)sH(20)











00028	 C#************** Is Lambda-J real? ***#**************************
00029	 IF (A8S(LIM(J)1.GT.A8S(ZERQ)) GO TO 30
00030	 C************* Find partials of J wrt elements of IXX)• real case**
00031	 00 15 II-1.NI
00032	 00 15 IJ-L9NS
00033	 AUX1(II91J)-FLOAT(0)
00034	 IF (IJ.EQ.J) AUX1(II•IJ)--ML(II9I)
00035	 15	 CONTINUE
0OC36	 00 20 II-1,NS
00037	 00 20 IJ-19NS
00038	 AUX2(II9IJ)-FLOAT(0)
00039	 IF (IJ.EQ . J) AUX2 ( II,IJ)sNL(II,I)
00040	 20	 CONTINUE
00041	 C	 CALL USWFM (7H[AUX11:g7gAUX1 9 109NI9NSr4)
	 !**
00042




00045	 GO TO 999










00054	 C***** FORM CSTARI 9
 [ALPHA19IBETAI ***#*#********#iii*##*#*#***!*
	 (`
00055	 00 110 II-19NS
0006
	 00 110 IJ-19NI2
00057	 STAR(II91J)-OL(II,IJ)
00058	 InUM-II+NS









00061 C CALL OSWFM	 (12HMATRIX STAR:9129STAR9209NS29N1294) 	 1M*
00062 00 135	 I1=L•NS
00063 00 135	 IJ=LfIS
00064 ALPHA ( II9IJ) =NLC(II91J)
00065 135 CONTINUE
00066 DO 140 II=INS,NS2




00071 C CALL USWFM	 ( 14HMATRIX ALPHA : 9 149ALPHAi20 g NS29IS94)	 !**
00072 OO 185	 II=19NS
00073 00 1P. 5	 IJ=19IS
00074 BETA ( II,IJ)=PLC(II,IJ)
00075 185 CONTINUE
00076 DO 190	 II=INS9NS2
00077 DO 190	 IJ-191S
0007P, IDUM=II-NS
00079 9ETA ( II9IJ) =NLC(IOUM9IJ)
0008C 190 CONTINUE.
00081 C CALL USWFM	 (13HMATRIX	 BETA	 : vL3g8ETA920 9 NS29IS94)	 !**
00082 50 CONTINUE
00083 DO 55	 II=19NS2
00084 E(II)-STAR(II,INOW)
00085 VA(II) = STAR ( IIvINOW)
00086 55 CONTINUE
00087 C CALL USWFV	 (19HI-th	 column	 of	 L*1:919,ErNS29194)	 !**
00088 C CALL USWFV	 (19HI-th column of	 1*I:919 9 VA,NS2 9 1 9 4)	 !**
00089 CALL LLSOF	 (ALPHA9209NS29ISrE•-1*OgISgXoHtIPAtIER)
00090 CALL UERTST	 (IER96HLLSOF	 )
00091 C CALL USWFV	 (15HVECTOR ITM1]-I:•15rX9ISvl94_) 	 !*^





00095 C CALL USWFV	 (10H[AUX1]-J	 :9109E019194)	 !**
00096 00	 180	 IV-1.91S
00097 X(IV)=FLOAT(0)
00C98 180 CONTINUE
00099 CALL LLSQF	 ( BETA 9 209NS29IStVAi -1.O,IStX•HgIPA,IER)
00100 CALL UERTST	 (IER96HLLSQF	 )
00101 C CALL	 USWFV	 (15HVECTOR	 (TM21-I:,15 t XgIS,1,4)	 !**
00102 C** Form	 VA = [MLC1*[TMl1i	 and put	 VA	 in	 J+Lth	 column of	 (AUX11
	 ***
00103 CALL	 VMULFF	 (MLC•X9NI9ISv1,10g20rVAg209IER)
00104 CALL UERTST
	 (IER96HVMULFF)





00108 A (JX1(II,IJ) =FL0AT(0)
00109 IF	 (IJ.EQ.JO )	 AUX1(II.IJ) = E(II)
00110 IF	 (IJ * EQ * JC)	 AUX1 ( IIfIJ)-VA(II)
00111 60 CONTINUE
00112 C CALL	 USWF .M







00116 IF	 (IJ * EQ.JD)
	 A(1X2(II9IJ) = QL(II9INOW)




00119 C CALL USMFM	 (8H(AUX2I	 } 8vAUX2r109NS9NS94)
	 !*#
00120 CALL INSTEP
00121 IF	 (INOW * NE.I)
	 GO	 TO 949
89
xUti22	 IFLAGu1






























00005	 C •-Function: Main routine for Sensitivity Reduction.
00006	 C-IMSL routines called: UERSET9UERTST9LINVZF9USWFM.
00007	 C-Spectral Assignment routines: SEARCH9TRAN9SGRAD9SCOST9SENS.
	 '#
00000
	 C-Logical devices; Input Units 	 5	 Output Unit:	 5
00009	 C-	 Storage Unit(s): IU-209IUT=20+NS+19IU=20+J for J=19NS.
00C10	 C-Random Access Files: SYSTEM9DAT9CURRNTeDAT9F0Rxx.DAT where xx*20+J.
00C11	 REAL WKAREA(13019U(10910)
00012 C GRADIENT ARRAYAS
00013	 REAL L(10)9P(1019DAD(10910)908D(10910)9DAH0(10910)
















00029	 READ ( IU 4 1) NS9NI9NO9I0GT9ZERO
00030	 READ ( IU'2) ((A ( II9IJ ) 9IJ-19NS ) 9II-19NS)
00031	 READ lIU 1 3) ((B ( II9IJ)9IJ=19NI ) 9II-19NS)	 x
00032	 IUT=20*NS+l
00033	 OPEN (FILE= • CURRNT.DAT'9ACCESS='RANDOM' 9 RECORD SIZEu102
00034	 19UNIT=IUT9MODE =• BINARY ' 9DEVICEx ' OSK'9DISPOSE4 ' SAVE')
00035	 READ (TUT'l) ((V(II9IJ)91J-19NS ) 9II-19NS)
00036	 READ ( IUT'21 ( ( XX(II9IJ)9IJ-19NS ) 9II-19NI)
00037	 READ ( IUT'4) ( ( F(II9IJ)9IJ -19NS ) 9II-19NI)
00038	 READ ( IUT 1 51 ( ( AHAT(II9IJ ) 9IJ-19NS ) 9II-19NS)
00039	 CALL USWFM (10HMATRIX V : 9 109V 9 109NS9NS 9 4)	 !**
00C4C	 CALL USWFM (10HMATRIX XX:910aXX9109NI9NS94)
	 !**
00041	 CALL USWFM (14HGAIN MATRIX F:914 9 F 9 109NI 9 NS941	 !**
00042
	 CALL USWFM (12HMATRIX AHAT:9129AHAT9100S9NS94) !**
00043	 DO 30 J-19NS
00044	 IU=J+20
00045	 IRS-202
00046	 OPEN ( ACCESS =' RANDOM' 9 RECO RD SIZE- IRS,UNIT=IU
00047	 19MODE; ' BINARY •DEVICE- ' DSK19DISPOSE =' SAVE')
00048	 READ (IU 1 1) LRE(J)9LIM(J)	 r
00049	 30	 CONTINUE
00050	 WRITE (5.91)
00051	 1	 FORMAT (1X920 ( 1H*)930H MODE 7:SENSITIVITY REDUCTION 920(1H*)9//
00052	 i91X923H 'Sat weighting factors:,/
00053	 291x934H Eigenvalue weighting factors are:)
00054	 DO 10 IV-19NS
00055
	 L(IV)=FLOAT(1)
00056	 WRITE (5931 IV•L(IV)












0000 5 FORMAT (LX 9 15HWish to change?)
00061 READ (59 *) KL
00062 IF (KL.LE.0) GO TO 11
00063 READ
	 '(59*)	 (L(IV)9IV-lvNS)
00064 1L WRITE (5921
00065 Z FORMAT ( 1X934HEigenvect .or Welghting ? actors areal
00066 60 L5 IVw19NS
0OC67 F(IV)=FLOAT(1)
00068 WRITE	 C5941	 IVgP(IVI
00069 4 FORMAT	 (1X92HM(9I292H)-9F15.61
00070 15 CONTINUE
00071 WRITE	 (595)
00072 READ	 (59*)	 KK
00073 IF	 (KK.LE.0)	 GO TO 20
000.74 READ	 (59 *)	 (P(IV)9IV-19NS)
00075 20 WRITE	 (596)
00076 6 FORMAT (1X914HEnter	 [0A/dP]:)
00077 READ	 ( 59*)	 ((OAO ( IITlJJtIJ= 19NSlgII-19NS)
00078 WRITE	 (5971 
00079 7 FORMAT (1X 9 14MEnter	 [dBidP]:)
00080 READ	 ( 59*)	 ((Pgo ( FI9IJ)•IJ -19NI)9II=19NS1
00081 CALL SENS
00081 IOG*IDGT
00083 CALL LINV2F	 ( V9NS910vU9IDG9WKAREA9IER)
00084 CALL UERT5T(IER96HLINV2F)
00085 C CALL USWFM (I0HMATRIX7UT:9109U9109NS9NS94! !**'
00086 CALL	 tran('J9NS9NS1




00091 WRITE	 ( IUT'1)	 ( ( V(II9IJ)9IJ =19NS ) 9II-19NS)
00092 WRITE	 ( IUT • 2J	 ( ( XX(II9IJ19IJ - 19NS ) 91I=19NI)
COC93 WRITE	 ( IUT'4)	 ( ( F(IIrIJ ) 9IJ=19NS ) 9II-19NO
00094 WRITE	 (IUT'5)	 ( ( AHAT ( II9IJ ) 9IJm19NS)9II=19NS)
00095 CALL USWFM (10HMATRIX V :910 09109NSOS941 !**
00096 WRITE	 (59902)
00097 902 FORMAT ( 1X944HWISH TO DISPLAY THE NORMALIZED EIGENVECTORS ?)
00098 READ	 (59*)	 KS
00099 IF	 (KS.LEeO)	 GO TO	 903
00100 CALL DSPLAY	 (NS9ZERO)
00101 903 CONTINUE
00101 CALL USWFM	 (10HMATRIX XX:9109XX9109NIrNS94) !**
00103 CALL USWFM	 ( 14HGAIN MATRIX F:9149F9109NI9NS94) !#*



































































C—Function: Calculates the COST function for Sensitivity Reduction.
C— IMSL routines called: (USWFM)e
C— Spectral Assignment routines; 2K9 and Function routine T .
C—Logical devices; Input Unit:
	 Output Unit:	 5
C—	 Storage Unitis):
C— Random Access Files: -















c	 WRITE 4591) LRE(J19RELJ9LIM(J)9XIMJ
	 1 **










c	 CALL USWFV(LIHVECTCR VJ:911 9 VJ9NS91941	 !**
c	 CALL USWFV(11HVECTOR VJ1:9119VJ19NS9194)
	 !**
c	 CALL USWF V (11NVECTt7R U: g llq U49NS9194)	 !**
C	 CALL USOV 11HVECTOR 'JJi:r11vUJjvNS t 1 t 4)	 !**



















WRITE (5 9 21 CJ19CJ2
	





JORIGINAL PAGE ISPOOR QUALITY
OF
00001 C****:**.***«.«•*ya**.*******«* s*******«***«*«*;*;.** t**.*
00003 SUBROUTINE SGRAO
00004 C-Function:	 Calculates	 the	 Gradient	 for
	
Sensitivity Reduction.
00005 C-IMSL	 routines called:	 UERTST9LINV7,F9VMULFF•USWFM.
00006 C-Spectral	 Assignment routines: 	 PU9OBNORM9PFX9ZK9FRAC9Functicn	 T.
00007 C-(Logical	 devices:	 Input	 Unit:	 -	 Output Unit:	 5	 _ }
00008 C-	 Storage Unit(s):	 IU=20+J	 for	 J-19NS.
00009 C-Random Access Files: 	 FORzx.dat where xx=20+J.
00010 C GRADIENT ARRAYAS
00011 REAL	 G(10910)9U(10,10) gPJ1(10910)9PJ2(10910)9L(10)tP(10)









00020 C AUX. ARRAYS
00021 REAL WKAREA(130)
'	 00022 C MODE 3 ARRAYS
00023 REAL XX(10910)9VA(20)9E(20)9X(20)9LRE(10)9LIM(10)9WJ(101
00024 REAL W(10 9 10) 9 V(10910)9VINV(10910) j'9










00035 CALL LINV2F	 (V9NS9109VINV9IGT9MKAREA9IER)
00036 CALL UERTST (IER96HLINV2F)







00044 IF	 (A8S(LIM(J)).GT.A8S(ZERO))	 FLJ=1
00045 IF	 (FLJ.E0.1)	 GO	 TO	 12






00052 READ	 (IU'31	 ((NL(I1,IJ)9IJ=19NI)9II-19NS)
00053 REAO	 (IU'4)	 ((ML(1I•IJ)9IJ=1,NI)9II=19NI)
00054 C	 CALL USWFM (10MMATRIX M09109ML9109N19NI94)	 !*#
00055 C	 CALL USWFM (10HMATRIX NL:910 g NL9109NS9NI94)	 :**







READ (IU O 3) ((NLC(II.IJ)•IJ=1gIS)rII=1rNS)
READ (IU 1 4) ((PLC(II,IJ)*IJ=1vIS),II=19NS)
READ (IU 9 5) ((MLC(II•IJ),IJ=1gIS)vII=1vNI)













CALL USWFM (12HMATRIX AUX4:9129AUX49109NStNS941








CALL USWFM (12HMATRIX AUX4= v12vAUX4910,NS9NS94)
CALL USWFM (12HMATRIX AUX3:912vAUX3glOvNS9NS94)















































































































00117 C WRITE	 (',1 )	 TERM	 !«^
00118 116 CONTINUE
00119 PJ1(I9Jl-2*(L(J)+T(19PVJX9UJ)*T(19VJ9UJI*TERM)
00120 C WRITE	 (5 9 201)	 I9J9PJ1(1 9 J)	 !**
00121 C 201 FORMAT(LX 9 9 GGGGGG	 I-'9[29*J- 1 9I29'PJ1(19J1 n '9F15.61	 !*«
00122 GO TO 20
00123 16 INI-I+hI





00129 00 17	 IW-19NS
00130 W(IV9[W)-FLOAT(0)
00131 IF	 (IW.EC.J)	 W(IV*IWI-OL(IV9I)





00137 00 117 M-19NS
00138 IF	 (FLM.E091)	 GO TO 311
00139 FLM-0 a00140 Mcvm+l
00141 IF	 (ABS(LIM(M)).GT.ABS(IERO))
	 FLM-1












00154 IF(FLM.NE . 11	 TERM- TERM +L(M)*(T(29VM9UK)+T(19VMvPUMX))*Tt19VM9UK_)




00159 GO TO 117
00160 317 FLM-0
00161 117 CONTINUE
00162 PJ1(L9J )-2*(LtJI*((T( IvPVJX9UJ)—T(19PVJIXrUJ11 )*( T(19VJ9UJ)-
00163 IT(19VJ19UJ1))+(T(19PVJX9UJ1)+T(19PVJ1X9UJ)I*(T(19VJ19UJ)+
00164 2T(19VJ9UJ1))I+TERM)
00165 00 18	 IV-19NS
00166 00 18 IW-19NS
00167 W(IV9IW)-FLOAT(0)






























IF (FLM.NE.1) GO TO 118
TERM-TERM+LiM)*((T(39VMfUK)—T(39VMItUKl)+T(19VM,PUKX1)—T(1•VM1
11PUKIXI)) *(T(1,VM1UK)—T(11VM19UK1))*(T(3,VMoUK1)+T(3,VM19UK1





















































































































































































WRITE (59202) TERMI9FRE9TIP19FIM9J9I9M9Q	 !**
FORMAT (1X9'TERMI9FRE,TIMI9FIM'94F15.69/91X9'J9I9M9Q'94












IF (FLK.NE.I.AND.K.EQ.M) GO TO 58





















WRITE (59204) TERM29FRE 9 TIM29FIM9J9I9MvQsK	 !**
FORMAT (1X 9 'TERM29FREgTIM2 9 FIM 0 9 4F15.69/ 9 1 *X9'J9I•M909K'95I2) !**
TERM2-TERM2+FRE+FRE1
TIM2=TIM2+FIM+FIM1
WRITE (59204) TERM2 9 FRE 9 TIM29FIM9J9I9M909K	 !**






















































































IF (FLK.EQ * I) K=K+1













IF (FLK.NE.I.ANO.K.E0.J1 GO TO 68









CALL FRAC(K49K,J,LRE(JI,LIM( J1 9 1,UKsUK 19PV JX ,PVJ^A,. W1\,.WnL,r RG
l,Ffm)
WRITE ( 59205) TER439FRE9TIM39FIM , J9I,M9Q9K	 !**
FORMAT ( 1X9'TERM39FRE , TIM39FIM ' 94F15 . 69/,IX9'J9I,M * Q ► K'95I21 !**
TERM3=TERM3+FRE
TIM3-TIM3+FIM
WRITE ( 5 * 205) TERM3rFRE9TIM3 , FIM 9 J9I , M,09K	 !**










WRITE ( 59206) TERM19TERM29TERM39TIM19TIM29TIM3 	 !**
FORMAT (LX,'TF. RMI9TERMZ v TERM39TIM19TIM29TIM3 ' 9/91X * 6F15.6) !**
PZXRE-TERMI+TERM2+TERM3
PZXIM =TIMI+TIM2+TIP3
CALL ZK ( K09M9LRE(P)9LIM(M)9ZRE9ZIM)
WRITE (59207) S(1MQ19ZRE9PZXRE9ZIM9PZXIfM , J9I9M90	 !**
FORMAT ( 1X9'SUMO191RE9PZXRE , ZIM,PZXIM '9/9 1X95F15.69'J9I9M90 ' 94I2)!$'
SUMOI-SUM01 + ZRE*PZXRE + ZIM*PZXIM
WRITE (59208) SUM01 9 J91 0 9 0	 !**
FORMAT (1X9 1 SUM01-'9F15.69'J9I9M9Q'94I2)	 !**












00339 IF	 (FLJ.EQ.1)	 PJ2(19JC)m2*P(MC)*SUMQ2+PJZ(19JC)
00340 C WRITE	 159203)	 MgltJrPJZ(19J)	 !	 •
00341 C 203 FOR!1ATl1Xv fmm Mnf tl2i tmmtu! 9I2 • o =• J= 9 9I29'PJ2(I+J1-'•F15.6)	 !**
00342 IF	 (FLM.EQ.1)	 M-M+1
00343 IF	 (M.EQ.NS)	 GO TO 110
00344 MNM+l
00345 GO TO 40
00346 110 CONTINUE
00347 IF	 (FLJ.EQ.1)	 J=JC
00349 IF	 (J.EQ.NS)	 GO TO	 120
00349 J=J+1
00350 GO TO 10
00351 120 DO 130 II=19NI
00352 DO 130	 IJ-19NS
00353 G(II9IJ)-PJ1(IIrIJ) +PJI(IIrIJ)
00354 130 CONTINUE
00355 C CALL USWFM	 (11HMATRI'^ 	 (GI:vllvG910gNIrNS94)	 !**
00356 CALL DBNORM (NI*NS)















Ciit*#iitt#k#i#i##ttt####k ## ti#t ##t#*iti##t##k##t##it#i##t#*i
00003 SUBROUTINE ZK(09J9RELJ9XIMJ9ZRE9ZIM)
00004 C-Function: Expression evaluator	 for	 Mode 7.
00005 C-IMSL routines	 called:	 -
00006 C-Spectral Assignment routines:	 COMOIV9	 and Function T.
00007 C-Logical devices;	 Input	 Unit:	 -	 Output Unit:	 (5)
00008 C- Storage Unit(s):
	 -


















00024 IF	 ( ABS(XIMJ) . GT.ABS(ZEROI)	 FLJ-1
00025 00 900 K=19NS
00026 IF	 (FL,K.NE911	 GO	 TO 10
00027 FLK=0
00028' GO TO 900
00029' 10 CONTINUE
00030 C WRITE	 (5931	 J 9 K 9 LRE(K) 9 LIM(K)	 !t*
00031 C	 3 FORMAT	 (1X9' -------- --J='9I29'K-'9I29'LAMBOA-K'92F15.6)
00032 IF	 (ABS(LIM(K)).GT.ABS(ZER0))
	 FLK-1
00033 IF	 (K.EO.J)	 GO TO	 900
00034 KC-K+1
00035 00 100 IV-19NS
0OC36 VJ1(IV)-FLOAT(0)
00037 VJ(IV)-V(IV9J)
00038 IF	 (FLJ.EO.11	 VJL(IV)-V(IV9JC)
00039 UK(IV)-U(IV9K)




00044 C CALL	 USWFV(11HVECTOR	 VJ:911 9	VJ9NS9194)	 !**
00045 C CALL USWFV(LIHVECTOR VJ1:9119VJ19NS9194)	 !**
00046 C CALL USWFV(LIHVFCTOR 	 UK: 9 11 9	UK9NS 9 1 9 4)	 !**
00047' C CALL	 USWFV(11HVECTOR UK1!911 9 UK19NS9L94)	 S**
0004e' C WRITE	 (592)	 09K9VCK9VOK1
00c49' C	 2 FORMAT	 (LX92H0- 9 I292HK-9I294HVCK - vFIS*695HVQKl - 9Fl5.6)
00050' IF	 (FLK.EO.I)	 VOKL-V(09KC)
00051 I'F	 (FLJ.NE.L.AND.FLK.NE .1)	 GO	 TO 200
00052 YRR-T(19VJ9UK)
00053 TCC-FLOAT(0)











?> 00057 IF	 (FLK.EQ.1)	 TCR=T(19VJ91JK1)
00058 C WRITE	 (5 9 4)	 K * J*TRR 9 TCC 9 TRCtTCR !*;
00059 C	 4 FORMAT ( 1X9 0 ---------------- --K='9I2*'J- # vI29'TRR--- * TCC --- 9TRC
00060 C 1---vTCR'*/927X94F15.6) !**
00061 A1-x(TRR-TCC)*VQK-(TRC+TCP)*VOKL






0006 -8 GO TO 900
00069 200 ZRE=ZRE+(T(19VJ*UK)*VOK)/(RELJ-LRE(K))
00070 900 CONTINUE
00071 C WRITE	 (591)	 QrJ*ZRErZIM !**
00072 C	 1 FORMAT	 (1X91HZ * I29I296H:	 ZRE-rF1S.696H: ZIM 0 9F15.61	 !**
00073 RETURN
00074 ENO
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SUBROUTINE PU(PUMAT)
C-Function: Returns (PUMATI-p[U1/pIXI .
C-IMSL routines called: VMULFF,UtRTST,(USWFV,USWFM).
C-Spectral Assignment routines: TRAN.
C-Logical devices; Input Uri!-,: 	 -	 Output Unit:	 (5)
C	 Storage Unit6,gb: -








C	 WRITE (591) J	 ! ii
C 1
	
FORMAT (1X 9 1 SUBROUTINE PU, J- 0 9 121
	 !t*
C	 CALL USWFM (10HMATRIX W :,10vW,10,NS 9 NS t 4)	 1**
CALL VMULFF(WgVINV,NSgNS,NSt109109AUX1,l0,[ER)
CALL UERTST(IER96HVPULFF)





































SUBROUTINE COMDIV ( A19B19A2 , 92gXREtXIM)
C-Functions COMPLEX DIVISICN • XRE+JXIMmIAI+JB1 )/( A2+JB21 .
C— IMSL routines called: UERTST,VMULFM9(USWFMgUSWFV).
C— Spectral Assignment routines: —
C—Logical devices; Input Units	 —	 Output Unit:	 (51
C-	 Storage Unit(s)
C— Random Access Files: -









C	 WRITE (591) A1 g 81#A2 t B2tXRE9XIM	 !*•























































C-Function: Evaluates T w<VltV2> where V1 and V2 are derminrd by
C	 the choice of 10 9 VEC19 and VEC2.
C— IMSL routines called: UERTST,VMULFM9(USWFV,USWFM)a
C—Spectral Assignment routines: -
C—Logical devices; Input Unit;	 —	 Output Unit:	 (5)
C-	 Storage Unit(s): —






C	 CALL USWFM (LLH[dAHAT/dP7:g11t0AH09lO ► NSiNS941	 !AV
C	 CALL USWFV (12HVECTOR VEC1:9129VECL g NS9194)	 1**
C	 CALL USWFV (12HVECTOR VEC2:912rVEC29NS91 g 4)	 !**
GO TO C1*2019ID





LO	 CALL UERTST (IER96HVMULFM)
C	 CALL USWFV (12HVECTOR VEC :912 * VEC 9NS * 1941	 !*t
CALL VMULFM ( VEC1rVECgNS91919lOtLOvTX , I,IER)
CALL UERTST (IER96HVMULFM)
T=TX(1.1)
C	 WRITE (5911) 109T	 !i*





















	 SUBROUTINE TRAN(A • IM,IN)
00004
	
C-Function: Returns the Transpose of (A ) In itself.
00005	 C-IMSL routines called: -
00006	 C-Spectral Assignment routines: -
00007	 C-Logical devices; Input Units 	 -	 Output Unit:	 -
00008	 C-	 Storage Unit(s)s
00009
	
C-Random Access Files: -
00c10	 REAL A(10910)rAT(109101
00C11	 00 10 IwLtIM
00012	 DO 10 J-19IN
00013	 AT(J,I)-AII,J)
00014	 10	 CONTINUE
00015	 DO 20 I-19IN
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SUBROUTINE SENS
C-Function: Calculates d(AHAT]/dP.
.0-IMSL routines called: UERTST9VMULFF#(USMFMI.
C-Spectral Assignment,routines: -
C-Log ical devices; Input Unit: 	 -	 Output Unit:	 (5)
C-	 Storage Unit(s):
C-Random Access Files: -




CALL VMULFF ( DOOtF9NS9NI9NS91091090AH09109IER1
CALL UERTST (IER96HVMULFF)
























00005	 C-Function: Expression evaluator for MODE 7.
00006
	
C-IMSL routines called: -
00007	 C-Spectral Assignment routines: COMDIV9 nail Function 'T.
00008	 C-Logical devices; Input Unit:	 -	 Output Unit%	 15)
60009	 C-	 Storage Unit(sl:
















0002C	 C	 WRITE 1591) REL99XIMB9V0A9VOA19ID	 !**
00021	 C	 1	 FORMAT (1X9'RELB9XIM89VOA9VOAI'94F15.69'ID-'9I2) 	 3«*
00022	 IF (IA.E0.I8) GO TO 99
00023
	
IF (ABS(XIMB).GT.ABS(ZERO).OR.ABS(LIM(IA)I.GT.ABS(ZERO)I GO TO 10
00024	 FRE-(VOA*T(ID9VB9UA)1/(RELS-LRE(IA)1
00025	 C	 WRITE (592) FRE9IQ9IA9IB	 !**
00026	 C 2	 FORMAT (1X 9 'FRE-' 9 F15.695X9 9 IO9LA9IB'93'I2) !**














00035	 IF (ABS(LIM(IA)).GT.ABS(ZERO)) TRC-T(IO9V99UA1)




00040	 CALL CCMDIV IA19819A29829FRE9FIM)
00041	 99	 RETURN
00042	 END
108
